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Abstract. The General Lake Model (GLM) is a one-
dimensional open-source code designed to simulate the hy-
drodynamics of lakes, reservoirs, and wetlands. GLM was
developed to support the science needs of the Global Lake
Ecological Observatory Network (GLEON), a network of re-
searchers using sensors to understand lake functioning and
address questions about how lakes around the world respond
to climate and land use change. The scale and diversity of
lake types, locations, and sizes, and the expanding obser-
vational datasets created the need for a robust community
model of lake dynamics with sufficient flexibility to accom-
modate a range of scientific and management questions rele-
vant to the GLEON community. This paper summarizes the
scientific basis and numerical implementation of the model
algorithms, including details of sub-models that simulate sur-
face heat exchange and ice cover dynamics, vertical mixing,
and inflow–outflow dynamics. We demonstrate the suitability
of the model for different lake types that vary substantially in
their morphology, hydrology, and climatic conditions. GLM
supports a dynamic coupling with biogeochemical and eco-
logical modelling libraries for integrated simulations of wa-
ter quality and ecosystem health, and options for integration
with other environmental models are outlined. Finally, we
discuss utilities for the analysis of model outputs and un-
certainty assessments, model operation within a distributed

cloud-computing environment, and as a tool to support the
learning of network participants.

1 Introduction

Lakes and other standing waters support extensive ecosystem
services such as water supply, flood mitigation, hydropower,
aesthetic and cultural benefits, and fisheries and biodiver-
sity (Mueller et al., 2016). Lakes are often considered to
be “sentinels of change”, providing a window into the sus-
tainability of activities in their catchments (Williamson et
al., 2009). They are also particularly susceptible to impacts
from invasive species and land use development, which of-
ten lead to water quality deterioration and loss of ecosystem
integrity. Recent estimates have demonstrated their signifi-
cance in the Earth system, contributing to heterogeneity in
land surface properties and feedbacks to regional and global
climate through energy, water, and biogeochemical trans-
fers (Martynov et al., 2012; Cole et al., 2007). For exam-
ple, Tranvik et al. (2009) suggest that carbon burial in lakes
and reservoirs is substantial on a global scale, of the order of
0.6 Pg yr−1 or 4 times the oceanic burial rate.
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Given the diversity of lakes among continents, region-
specific pressures, and local management approaches, the
Global Lake Ecological Observatory Network (GLEON;
http://gleon.org, last access: 14 January 2019) was initi-
ated in 2004 as a grass-roots science community with a
vision to observe, understand, and predict freshwater sys-
tems at a global scale (Hanson et al., 2016). In doing so,
GLEON has been a successful example of collaborative re-
search within the hydrological and ecological science disci-
plines. GLEON aims to bring together environmental sensor
networks, numerical models, and information technology to
explore ecosystem dynamics across a vast range of scales –
from individual lakes or reservoirs (Hamilton et al., 2015) to
regional (Read et al., 2014; Klug et al., 2012) and global ex-
tents (Rigosi et al., 2015; O’Reilly et al., 2015). Ultimately,
it is the aim of the network to facilitate discovery and synthe-
sis and to provide an improved scientific basis for sustainable
freshwater resource management.

Environmental modelling forms a critical component of
observing systems as a way to make sense of the “data del-
uge” (Porter et al., 2012), allowing users to build virtual do-
mains to support knowledge discovery at the system scale
(Ticehurst et al., 2007; Hipsey et al., 2015). In lake ecosys-
tems, the tight coupling between physical processes and wa-
ter quality and ecological dynamics has long been recog-
nized. Modellers have capitalized on a comprehensive un-
derstanding of physical processes (e.g. Imberger and Patter-
son, 1990; Imboden and Wüest, 1995) to use hydrodynamic
models as an underpinning basis for coupling to ecological
models. Such models have contributed to our understanding
of lake dynamics, including applications associated with cli-
mate change (Winslow et al., 2017), eutrophication dynam-
ics (Matzinger et al., 2007), harmful algal bloom dynamics
(Chung et al., 2014), and fisheries (Makler-Pick et al., 2011).

In recent decades, a range of one-, two-, and three-
dimensional hydrodynamic models has emerged for lake
simulation. Depending on the dimensionality, the horizontal
resolution of these models may vary from metres to tens of
kilometres with vertical resolutions from sub-metre to sev-
eral metres. As in all modelling disciplines, identifying the
most parsimonious model structure and degree of complex-
ity and resolution is challenging, and users in the lake mod-
elling community often tend to rely on heuristic rules or prac-
tical reasons for model choice (Mooij et al., 2010). High-
resolution models are suited to studying events that occur
at the timescale of flow dynamics, but are not always desir-
able for ecological studies over longer timescales due to their
computational demands and level of over-parameterization.
On the other hand, simple models may be more agile for a
particular application and more suited to parameter identifi-
cation and scenario-testing workflows. However, it has been
the case within GLEON that simple models are often less
applicable across a wide variety of domains, making them
less generalizable, which is a key requirement of synthesis
studies across many waterbodies. Despite the fact that there

is a relatively large diversity of models and approaches for
aquatic ecosystem simulation (Janssen et al., 2015), it is gen-
erally agreed that to improve scientific collaboration within
the limnological modelling community, there is an increas-
ing need for flexible, open-source community models (Trolle
et al., 2012). Whilst acknowledging that there is no single
model suitable for all applications, a range of open-source
community models and tools can enhance scientific capabil-
ities and foster scientific collaboration and combined efforts
(Read et al., 2016). There are examples of such initiatives be-
ing successful in the oceanography, hydrology, and climate
modelling communities.

With this in mind, the General Lake Model (GLM), a one-
dimensional (1-D) hydrodynamic model for enclosed aquatic
ecosystems, was developed. The lake modelling community
has often relied on 1-D models, which originated to cap-
ture lake water balance and thermal stratification dynamics
(e.g. Imberger and Patterson, 1981; Saloranta and Andersen,
2007; Perroud et al., 2009; Stepanenko et al., 2013). The use
of 1-D structure is justified across a diverse range of lake
sizes given the dominant role of seasonal changes in verti-
cal stratification in lake dynamics, including oxygen, nutri-
ent, and metal cycling and plankton dynamics (Hamilton and
Schladow, 1997; Gal et al., 2009). Despite advances in com-
puting power and more readily available 3-D hydrodynamic
drivers, 1-D models continue to remain attractive as they are
easily linked with biogeochemical and ecological modelling
libraries for complex ecosystem simulations. This allows 1-D
models to be used to capture the long-term trajectory and re-
silience of lakes and reservoirs to climate change, hydrologic
change, and land use change. For example, such models have
been used to study long-term changes to oxygen, nutrient cy-
cles, and the changing risk of algal blooms (e.g. Peeters et al.,
2007; Hu et al., 2016; Snortheim et al., 2017). Furthermore,
the low computational requirements of this approach relative
to 3-D models is more suited to parameter identification and
uncertainty analysis, making it an attractive balance between
process complexity and computational intensity.

GLM emerged as a new open-source code in 2012, with
the design goal of balancing the complexity of dimensional
representation, applicability to a wide range of standing wa-
ters, and availability to a broad community (e.g. GLEON has
> 700 members from around 50 countries). The scope and
capability of the model have developed rapidly with appli-
cation to numerous lakes and lake types within the GLEON
network and beyond (e.g. Read et al., 2014; Bueche et al.,
2017; Snortheim et al., 2017; Weber et al., 2017; Menció et
al., 2017; Bruce et al., 2018). It is unique in that its suitabil-
ity now ranges from ephemeral wetlands and ponds to deep
lakes, from natural systems to heavily managed man-made
reservoirs, and across climatic regions. Given that individual
applications rarely engage the full array of features or de-
scribe the full details of the model structure, the aim of this
paper is to present a complete description of GLM, including
the scientific background (Sect. 2) and model code organiza-
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tion (Sect. 3). The approach to coupling with biogeochemical
models is also discussed (Sect. 4), since a main objective of
GLM’s development is to link its hydrodynamic simulation
with water quality models to explore the effects of stratifica-
tion and vertical mixing on biogeochemical cycles and lake
ecology. Finally, an overview of the use of the model within
the context of GLEON-specific requirements for model anal-
ysis, integration, and education (Sects. 5–6) is described. In
order to better define the typical level of model performance
across these diverse lake types, a companion paper by Bruce
et al. (2018) has undertaken a systematic assessment of the
model’s error structure against 31 lakes.

2 Model overview

2.1 Background and layer structure

The 1-D approach adopted by GLM resolves a vertical series
of layers that capture the variation in water column proper-
ties. Users may configure any number of inflows and out-
flows, and more advanced options exist for simulating as-
pects of the water and heat balance (Fig. 1). Depending on
the context of the simulation, either daily or hourly mete-
orological time series data for surface forcing are required,
and daily time series of volumetric inflow and outflow rates
can also be supplied. The model is suitable for operation in a
wide range of climate conditions and is able to simulate ice
formation, as well as accommodating a range of atmospheric
forcing conditions.

Although GLM is a new model code written in the C
programming language, the core layer structure and mixing
algorithms are founded on principles and experience from
model platforms including the DYnamic REservoir Sim-
ulation Model (DYRESM; Imberger and Patterson, 1981;
Hamilton and Schladow, 1997) and the Dynamic Lake Model
(DLM; Chung et al., 2008). Other variations have been in-
troduced to extend this underlying approach through appli-
cations to a variety of lake and reservoir environments (e.g.
Hocking and Patterson, 1991; McCord and Schladow, 1998;
Gal et al., 2003; Yeates and Imberger, 2003). The layer struc-
ture is numbered from the lake bottom to the surface and
adopts the flexible Lagrangian layer scheme first introduced
by Imberger et al. (1978) and Imberger and Patterson (1981).
The approach defines each layer, i, as a “control volume”
(Fig. 1) that can change thickness by contracting and ex-
panding in response to inflows, outflows, mixing with adja-
cent layers, and surface mass fluxes. As the model simulation
progresses, density changes due to surface heating, vertical
mixing, and inflows and outflows lead to dynamic changes in
the layer structure associated with layers amalgamating, ex-
panding, contracting, or splitting. Notation used throughout
the model description is provided in Table 1.

As layers change, their volumes change based on the site-
specific hypsographic curve, whereby the overall lake vol-

ume, Vmax, is defined as
∫ Hmax
H0

A [H ] dH , with the elevation
(H ) and area (A) relationship provided as a series of points
based on bathymetric data. This computation requires the
user to provide a number, NBSN, of elevations with corre-
sponding areas. The cumulative volume at any lake elevation
is first estimated as

Vb = Vb−1 +
[
0.5(Ab + Ab−1)

]
(Hb − Hb−1), (1)

where 2 ≤ b ≤ NBSN. Using these raw hypsographic data,
a refined height–area–volume relationship is then inter-
nally computed using finer height increments (e.g. �Hmi ∼
0.1 m), giving NMORPH levels that are used for subsequent
calculations. The area and volume at the height of each in-
crement, Hmi, are interpolated from the supplied information
as

Vmi = Vb

(
Hmi

Hb

)αb

and Ami = Ab

(
Hmi

Hb

)βb

, (2)

where Vmi and Ami are the volume and area at each of the
elevations of the interpolated depth vector, and Vb and Ab
refer to the nearest b level below Hmi such that Hb < Hmi.
The interpolation coefficients are computed as

αb =




log10

[
Vb+1
Vb

]

log10

[
Hb+1
Hb

]


 and βb =




log10

[
Ab+1
Ab

]

log10

[
Hb+1
Hb

]


 . (3)

Within this lake domain, the model solves the water bal-
ance by including several user-configurable water fluxes that
change the layer structure. Initially, the layers are assumed
to be of equal thickness, and the initial number of lay-
ers, NLEV[t = 0], is computed based on the initial water
depth. Water fluxes include surface mass fluxes (evapora-
tion, rainfall, and snowfall), inflows (surface inflows, sub-
merged inflows, and local run-off from the surrounding ex-
posed lakebed area), and outflows (withdrawals, overflow,
and seepage). Surface mass fluxes operate on a sub-daily
time step, �t , by impacting the surface layer thickness (de-
scribed in Sect. 2.2), whereby the dynamics of inflows and
outflows modify the overall lake water balance and layer
structure on a daily time step, �td, by adding, merging,
or removing layers (described in Sect. 2.7). Depending on
whether a surface (areal) mass flux or volumetric mass flux
is being applied, the layer volumes are updated by interpo-
lating changes in layer heights, whereby Vi = f [hi] and i is
the layer number, or layer heights are updated by interpolat-
ing changes in layer volumes, whereby hi = f [Vi].

Each layer also contains heat, salt (S), and other con-
stituents (C), which are generically referred to as scalars.
These are subject to mass conservation as layers change
thickness or are merged or split. The specific number of
other constituents depends on the configuration of the asso-
ciated water quality model, but typically includes attributes
such as oxygen, nutrients, and phytoplankton. Layer density
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Figure 1. Schematic of a GLM simulation domain, input information (blue text), and key simulated processes (black text).

is computed from the local salinity and temperature accord-
ing to TEOS-10 (http://teos-10.org, last access: 16 Decem-
ber 2018), whereby ρi = ρ [Ti,Si]. When density instabil-
ities occur between adjacent layers or when sufficient tur-
bulent kinetic energy becomes available to overcome sta-
ble density gradients, then layers merge, thereby account-
ing for the process of mixing (Sect. 2.6). For deeper sys-
tems, a stable vertical density gradient forms seasonally in
response to periods of high solar radiation creating warm,
buoyant water overlying cooler, denser water, separated by a
metalimnion region which includes the thermocline. Layer
volumes change due to depth-specific changes in mixing,
inflows, and outflows. Thickness limits, �zmin and �zmax,
are enforced to adequately resolve the vertical density gra-
dient, generally with fine resolution occurring in the metal-
imnion and thicker cells where gradients are weak. The num-
ber of layers, NLEV[t], is adjusted throughout the simula-
tion to maintain homogenous properties within a layer. It has
been reported that numerical diffusion at the thermocline can
be restricted using this layer structure and mixing algorithm
(depending on the minimum and maximum layer thickness
limits set by the user), making it particularly suited to long-
term investigations and ideally requiring limited site-specific
calibration (Patterson et al., 1984; Hamilton and Schladow,
1997; Bruce et al., 2018).

Because this approach assumes layer properties are lat-
erally averaged, the model is suitable for investigations in
which resolving the horizontal variability is not a require-
ment of the study. This is often the case for ecologists and

biogeochemists studying central basins of natural lakes (e.g.
Gal et al., 2009), managers simulating drinking water reser-
voirs (e.g. Weber et al., 2017), mining pit lakes (e.g. Salmon
et al., 2017), or for analyses exploring the coupling between
lakes and regional climate (e.g. Stepanenko et al., 2013).
Further, whilst the model is able to resolve vertical strat-
ification, the approach is also able to be used to simulate
shallow lakes, wetlands, wastewater ponds, and other small
waterbodies that experience well-mixed conditions. In this
case, the layer resolution, with upper and lower layer bounds
specified by the user, will automatically be reduced, and the
mass of water, constituents, and energy will continue to be
conserved. The remainder of this section outlines the model
components and provides example outputs for five waterbod-
ies that experience a diverse hydrology.

2.2 Water balance

The general nature of the model to accommodate a wide di-
versity of lake types has necessitated flexibility in the config-
uration of water inputs and outputs (schematically depicted
in Fig. 1). The net water flux over the entire lake is summa-
rized as

dVS

dt
= AS

dhS

dt
+

NINF∑

I

Qinf0I
−

NOUTF∑

O

QoutfO

− Qseepage − Qovfl, (4)

where VS is the total lake volume, t is time, and AS is the
lake surface area; the changes due to fluxes at the water sur-
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face, hS, are expanded upon below, and the remaining in-
flow and outflow terms are described in detail in Sect. 7. For
practical reasons the equation is numerically solved in two
stages with different times steps for the surface flux change
and all other fluxes. Furthermore, in any given application,
not all the inputs and outputs are relevant and users may cus-
tomize the water balance components accordingly; examples
demonstrating lake hydrology from wetlands to reservoirs to
deep lakes are presented in Fig. 2. Note that Eq. (4) accounts
for the liquid water balance, and in cold climates the model
will also track the amount of water allocated into an over-
lying ice layer (Sect. 2.4), which interacts with the surface
water balance as indicated next.

The mass balance of the surface layer is computed at each
model time step (�t ; usually hourly) by modifying the sur-
face layer height, hS, according to

dhS

dt
= RF + SF +

QR

AS
− E −

d�zice

dt
, (5)

where E is the evaporation mass flux computed from the
latent heat flux φE, described below (E = φE/λvρs; m s−1),
RF is rainfall, and SF is snowfall (m s−1). Depending on the
meteorological conditions, precipitation will either be added
to the water volume or to the surface of the ice cover (see
Sect. 2.4), and RF and SF therefore influence the water sur-
face height depending on the presence of ice cover according
to

RF =

{
fRRx/csecday if �zice = 0
fRRx/csecday if �zice > 0 and Ta > 0
0 , if �zice > 0 and Ta ≤ 0

(6)

and

SF =
{

fS fSWE Sx/csecday if �zice = 0
0, if �zice > 0 . (7)

Here, fR and fS are user-defined scaling factors that may
be applied to adjust the input data values Rx and Sx , respec-
tively. The surface height of the water column is also im-
pacted by ice formation or melting of the ice layer sitting
on the lake surface according to d�zice/dt , as described in
Sect. 2.4.

QR is an optional term to account for run-off to the lake
from the exposed riparian banks, which may be important in
reservoirs with a large drawdown range or wetlands where
periodic drying of the lake may occur. The run-off volume
generated is averaged across the area that the active lake sur-
face area (As) is not occupying, and the amount is calculated
using a simple model based on exceedance of a rainfall in-
tensity threshold, RL (m day−1), and run-off coefficient:

QR = max
[
0, fro

(
RF − RL

/
csecday

)]
(Amax − AS) , (8)

where fro is the run-off coefficient, defined as the fraction
of rainfall that is converted to run-off at the lake’s edge, and
Amax is the maximum possible area of inundation of the lake
(the area provided by the user as the NBSN value).

Note that mixing dynamics (i.e. the merging or splitting of
layers to enforce the layer thickness limits) will impact the
thickness of the surface mixed layer, zSML, but not change
the overall lake height. However, in addition to the terms
in Eq. (5), hS is modified due to volume changes associated
with river inflows, withdrawals, seepage, or overflows, which
are described in subsequent sections.

2.3 Surface energy balance

A balance of shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes and
sensible and evaporative heat fluxes (all W m−2) determines
the net cooling and heating across the surface. The general
heat budget equation for the uppermost layer is described as

cwρszs
dTs

dt
= φSWS − φE + φH + φLWin − φLWout, (9)

where cw is the specific heat capacity of water, Ts is the sur-
face temperature, and zs and ρs are the depth and density
of the surface layer (i = NLEV), respectively. The right-hand
side (RHS) heat flux terms are numerically computed at each
time step and include several options for customizing the in-
dividual surface heat flux components, which are expanded
upon below.

2.3.1 Solar heating and light penetration

Solar radiation is the key driver of lake thermodynamics and
may be input based on daily or hourly measurements from a
nearby pyranometer. If data are not available then users may
choose to have GLM compute surface irradiance from a the-
oretical approximation based on the Bird Clear Sky Model
(BCSM) (Bird, 1984) modified for cloud cover and latitude.
The options for input are summarized as

φSW0 =




Option 1: daily insolation data provided

(1 − αSW) fSW φSWx f [d, t − �t�],

Option 2: sub-daily insolation data provided

(1 − αSW) fSW φSWx ,

Option 3: insolation computed from the BCSM

(1 − αSW) fSW φ̂SW,

(10a–c)

where φSW0 is the solar radiation flux entering the surface
layer, φSWx is the incoming shortwave radiation flux supplied
by the user, fSW is a scaling factor that may be applied and
adjusted as part of the calibration process (for example, to
capture the effects of shading), and αSW is the albedo for
shortwave radiation. If daily data are supplied (option 1), the
model continues to run at a sub-daily time step, but applies
the algorithm outlined in Hamilton and Schladow (1997) to
distribute the daily solar energy flux over a diurnal cycle
based on the day of the year, d , and time of day, t − �t�. For
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option 3 the BCSM is used (Bird, 1984; Luo et al., 2010):

φ̂SW =
φ̂DB + φ̂AS

1 − (αSW αSKY)
f [Cx] , (11)

where the total irradiance, φ̂SW, is computed from direct
beam φ̂DB and atmospheric scattering φ̂AS components (refer
to Appendix A for a detailed outline of the BCSM equations
and parameters). In GLM, the clear-sky value is then reduced
according to the cloud cover data provided by the user, Cx ,
according to

f [Cx] = 0.66182C2
x − 1.5236Cx + 0.98475, (12)

which is based on a polynomial regression of cloud data
from Perth Airport, Australia, compared against nearby sen-

sor data (R2 = 0.952; see also a similar relationship by Luo
et al., 2010).

The albedo, αSW, is the reflected fraction of the incoming
radiation and depends on surface conditions, including the
presence of ice, waves, and the angle of incident radiation.
For open water conditions, users may configure the follow-
ing.

Geosci. Model Dev., 12, 473–523, 2019 www.geosci-model-dev.net/12/473/2019/
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Option 1 : daily approximation from Hamilton and
Schladow (1997)

αSW =





αSWmean − δαSW sin
[

2π

365
d −

π

2

]

: northern hemisphere, Lat > 0
αSWmean

: equator

αSWmean − δαSW sin
[

2π

365
d +

π

2

]

: southern hemisphere, Lat < 0

(13a)

Option 2: sub-daily approximation from Briegleb
et al. (1986)

αSW =
1

100

(
2.6

cos[�zen]1.7 + 0.065
+ 15(cos[�zen] − 0.1)

(cos[�zen] − 0.5)(cos[�zen] − 1)

)
(13b)

Option 3: sub-daily approximation from Yajima
and Yamamoto (2015)

αSW = max
[

0.02, 0.001fRH RHx(1 − cos[�zen])0.33

− 0.001U10 (1 − cos[�zen])−0.57 − 0.001ς

(1 − cos[�zen])0.829
]

(13c)

Option 4: daily approximation from Grischenko look-up
table in Cogley (1979)
αSW = αSWG

[Lat,d ] (13d)

Here, �zen is the solar zenith angle (radians) as outlined in
Appendix A, RHx is the relative humidity, ς is the percentage
of atmospheric diffuse radiation, d is the day of year, and U10
is wind speed. The second (oceanic) and third (lacustrine)
options are included to allow for diel and seasonal variation
of albedo from approximately 0.01 to 0.4 depending on the
sun angle (Fig. 3). Option 4 may be better for higher-latitude
sites; also note that albedo is calculated separately during ice
cover conditions using a customized algorithm, as outlined
below in Sect. 2.4.

The depth of penetration of shortwave radiation into the
lake is wavelength specific and depends on the water clar-
ity via the light extinction coefficient, Kw (m−1). Two ap-
proaches are supported in GLM. The first option assumes that
the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) fraction of the
incoming light is the most penetrative and follows the Beer–
Lambert law:

φPAR [z] = fPAR φSW0 exp[−Kwz] , (14)

where z is the depth of any layer from the surface. Kw
may be set by the user as constant, read in from a time se-
ries file, or linked with the water quality model (e.g. FABM

Figure 3. Variation of albedo (αSW) with solar zenith angle (SZA
= �zen180/π , degrees) for options 2 and 3 (Eq. 13). For option 3,
settings of RHx = 80 % and U10 = 6 m s−1 were assumed.

or AED2; see Sect. 4); in the latter case the extinction co-
efficient will change as a function of depth and time ac-
cording to the concentration of dissolved and particulate
constituents. For this option Beer’s law is only applied for
the photosynthetically active fraction, fPAR, which is set as
45 % of the incident light. The amount of radiation heat-
ing the surface layer, φSWS , is therefore the photosyntheti-
cally active fraction that is attenuated across zs, plus the en-
tire (1 − fPAR) fraction, φSWS = φSW0 −φPAR [zs], which im-
plicitly assumes that the near-infrared and ultraviolet band-
widths of the incident shortwave radiation have significantly
higher attenuation coefficients (Kirk, 1994). The second op-
tion adopts a more complete light absorption algorithm that
integrates the attenuated light intensity across the bandwidth
spectrum:

cwρi�zi

dTi

dt
=

NSW∑

l=1
φSWil

[zi] −
NSW∑

l=1
φSWi−1l

[
zi−1

]
, (15)

where l is the bandwidth index and φSWil
[zi] is the radiation

flux at the top of the ith layer for the lth bandwidth fraction.
For this option, the model by Cengel and Ozisk (1984) is
adopted to compute the penetration of individual bandwidth
fractions, which more comprehensively resolves the incident
and diffuse radiation components of the light climate, taking
into account the angle of incident light, transmission across
the light surface (based on the Fresnel equations), and reflec-
tion off the bottom. These processes are wavelength specific
and the user specifies the number of simulated bandwidths,
NSW, their respective absorption coefficients, Kwl

, and re-
flectivity of light at the sediment, αsed.

The light reaching the benthos is relevant in some appli-
cations as an indicator of benthic productivity or as a proxy
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for the type of benthic habitat that might emerge. In addition
to the light profiles, GLM therefore predicts the benthic area
of the lake in which light intensity exceeds a user-defined
fraction of the surface irradiance, fBENcrit , (Fig. 4):

ABEN = AS − A [hBEN] , (16)

where hBEN = hS−zBEN, zBEN is calculated from Beer’s law,

zBEN = −
ln

[
fBENcrit

]

Kw
, (17)

and the daily average benthic area above the threshold is then
reported as a percentage (100 × ABEN/As).

2.3.2 Longwave radiation

Longwave radiation can be provided as a net flux, an incom-
ing flux, or, if there are no radiation data from which long-
wave radiation can be computed, then it may be calculated
by the model internally from the cloud cover fraction and air
temperature. Net longwave radiation is described as

φLWnet = φLWin − φLWout , (18)

where

φLWout = εwσ(θs)
4; (19)

σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant and εw the emissivity of
the water surface, assumed to be 0.985. If the net or incoming
longwave flux is not provided, the model will compute the
incoming flux from

φLWin = (1 − αLW) ε∗
a σ (θa)

4, (20)

where αLW is the longwave albedo (0.03). The emissivity of
the atmosphere can be computed considering emissivity for
cloud-free conditions (εa) based on air temperature (Ta) and
vapour pressure and extended to account for reflection from
clouds such that ε∗

a = f [Ta,ea,Cx] (see Henderson-Sellers,
1986; Flerchinger et al., 2009). Options adapted from a range
of authors include the following:

ε∗
a =




Option1 : Idsoand Jackson (1969)

(1 + 0.275Cx)
(
1 − 0.261exp

[
−0.000777T 2

a
])

,

Option2 : Swinbank (1963)

(
1 + 0.17C2

x

) (
9.365 × 10−6(θa)

2) ,

Option3 : Brutsaert (1975)

(1 + 0.275Cx) 1.24 (ea/θa)
1/7,

Option4 : Yajima andYamamoto (2015)

(
1 − C2.796

x

)
1.24 (ea/θa)

1/7 + 0.955C2.796
x ,

(21a–d)

where Cx is the cloud cover fraction (0–1) and ea the air
vapour pressure calculated from relative humidity. Note that
cloud cover is typically reported in octals (0–8), and thus a
value of 1 would correspond to a fraction of 0.125. Some data
may also include cloud type and their respective heights. If
this is the case, good correspondence has been reported by
averaging the octal values for all cloud types to get an aver-
age cloud cover.

If longwave radiation data do not exist and cloud data
are also not available, but solar irradiance is measured, then
GLM rad_mode setting 3 will instruct the model to compare
the measured and theoretical clear-sky solar irradiance (esti-
mated by the BCSM; Eq. 11) to approximate the cloud cover
fraction by assuming that φSWx /φ̂SW = f [Cx]. Note that if
neither shortwave or longwave radiation is provided, then the
model will use the BCSM to compute incoming solar irradi-
ance, and cloud cover will be assumed to be 0 (noting that
this is likely to overestimate downwelling shortwave radia-
tion).

2.3.3 Sensible and latent heat transfer

The model accounts for the surface fluxes of sensible heat
and latent heat using commonly adopted bulk aerodynamic
formulae. For sensible heat,

φH = −ρacaCHU10 (Ts − Ta) , (22)

where ca is the specific heat capacity of air, CH is the
bulk aerodynamic coefficient for sensible heat transfer, Ta
the air temperature, and Ts the temperature of the water
surface layer. The air density (kg m−3) is computed from
ρa = 0.348 (1 + r)/(1 + 1.61r)p/Ta, where p is air pressure
(hPa) and r is the water vapour mixing ratio, which is used
to compute the gas constant.

For latent heat,

φE = −ρaCE λv U10
ω

p
(es [Ts] − ea [Ta]) , (23)

where CE is the bulk aerodynamic coefficient for latent heat
transfer, ea the air vapour pressure, es the saturation vapour
pressure (hPa) at the surface layer temperature (◦C), ω the
ratio of the molecular mass of water to the molecular mass
of dry air (= 0.622), and λv the latent heat of vaporization.
The vapour pressure is calculated by the linear formula from
Tabata (1973):

es [Ts] = 10
(

9.28603523 − 2322.37885
Ts+273.15

)

(24)

and

ea [Ta] = (fRHRHx/100) es [Ta] . (25)

The net heat fluxes for the example lakes are shown in
Fig. 5.
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Figure 4. Example light data outputs from a GLM application to Woods Lake, Australia, showing (a) the ratio of benthic to surface light,
100φPARBEN/φSW0 (%), overlain on the lake map based on the bathymetry, with the area where fBENcrit < 0.2 (i.e. less than 20 % of surface
irradiance) depicted in grey, (b) a time series of the depth variation in light (W m−2), and (c) a time series of ABEN/As (as %) for various
fBENcrit . Note that the 2-D projection of the 1-D lake model in (a) can assist in managing the lake condition but assumes uniformity of Kw.

Correction for non-neutral atmospheric stability

For long time integrations (e.g. seasonal), the bulk-transfer
coefficients for momentum, CD, sensible heat, CH, and la-
tent heat, CE, can be assumed approximately constant be-
cause of the negative feedback between surface forcing and
the temperature response of the waterbody (e.g. Strub and
Powell, 1987). At finer timescales (hours to weeks), the ther-
mal inertia of the waterbody is too great, so the transfer co-
efficients should be specified as a function of the degree of
atmospheric stratification experienced in the internal bound-
ary layer that develops over the water (Woolway et al., 2017).
Monin and Obukhov (1954) parameterized the stratification
in the air column using the now well-known stability param-
eter, z/L, which is used to define corrections to the bulk aero-
dynamic coefficients CH and CE using the numerical scheme
presented in Appendix B. The corrections may be optionally
applied within a simulation, and if enabled, the transfer coef-
ficients used above are automatically updated. To ensure that
the data provided are from within the internal boundary layer
over the lake surface, users should preferably provide wind
speed, air temperature, and relative humidity data that have
been collected over the lake surface (at a height of 2–10 m,
depending on lake size), supplied at approximately hourly
resolution.

Wind sheltering

Wind sheltering may be important depending on the lake size
and shoreline complexity and is parameterized according to
several methods based on the context of the simulation and
data available. For example, Hipsey and Sivapalan (2003)
presented a simple adjustment to the bulk-transfer equation
to account for the effect of wind sheltering in small reser-

voirs using a shelter index to account for the length scale
associated with the vertical obstacle relative to the horizon-
tal length scale associated with the waterbody itself. Mark-
fort et al. (2010) estimate the effect of a similar sheltering
length scale on the overall lake area calculated based on sur-
rounding topography and canopy heights relative to the water
surface. Therefore, within GLM, users may specify the de-
gree of sheltering or fetch limitation using either constant or
direction-specific options for computing an “effective” area.

AE =




Option 0: no sheltering (default)

AS,

Option 1: Yeates and Imberger (2003)

AS tanh
[

AS

AWS

]
,

Option 2: Markfort et al. (2010)

L2
D

2
arccos

[
x�

WS
LD

]
−

x�
WS
2

√
L2

D −
(
x�

WS
)2

,

Option 3: user-defined shelter index

fWS [�wind] AS,

(26a–d)

Here, AWS is a user-defined critical lake area for wind shel-
tering to dominate, xWS is a user-defined sheltering distance,
and LD the lake diameter (LD = 0.5(Lcrest+Wcrest)). For op-
tion 1, the sheltering factor is held constant for the simulation
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based on the size of the lake, whereas options 2 and 3 require
users to additionally input wind direction data and a direc-
tion function, fWS [�wind], to allow for a variable sheltering
effect over time. In the case of option 2, this function scales
the sheltering distance, xWS, as a function of wind direction,
x�

WS = xWS (1 − min(fWS [�wind] ,1)), whereas in the case
of option 3 the function reads in an effective area scaling
fraction directly based on a precalculated shelter index.

The ratio of the effective area to the total area of the lake,
AE/AS, is then used to scale the wind speed data input by
the user, Ux , as a means of capturing the average wind speed
over the entire lake surface such that U10 = fU UxAE/AS,
where fU is a wind speed adjustment factor that can be used
to assist calibration or to correct the raw wind speed data to
the reference height of 10 m.

Still-air limit

The above formulations apply when sufficient wind exists to
create a defined boundary layer over the surface of the water.
As the wind tends to zero (the “still-air limit”), Eqs. (22)–
(23) become less appropriate as they do not account for free
convection directly from the water surface. This is a rela-
tively important phenomenon for small lakes, cooling ponds,
and wetlands since they tend to have small fetches that limit
the energy input from wind. These waterbodies may also
have large areas sheltered from the wind and will develop
surface temperatures warmer than the atmosphere for con-
siderable periods. Therefore, users can optionally augment
Eqs. (22)–(23) with calculations for low wind speed condi-
tions by calculating the evaporative and sensible heat flux
values for both the given U10 and for an assumed U10 = 0.
The chosen value for the surface energy balance (as applied
in Eq. 9) is found by taking the maximum value of the two
calculations:

φ∗
X =





Option 1: no-sheltering area

max
[
φX,φX0

]

Option 2: still-air sheltered area

max
[
φX,φX0

]
AE/AS + φX0 (AS − AE)/AS

, (27)

where φX0 is the zero-wind flux for either the evaporative or
sensible heat flux (φE0 and φH0, respectively) and φX is cal-
culated from Eqs. (22)–(23). The two zero-wind-speed heat
flux equations are from TVA (1972), but modified to return
energy flux in SI units (W m−2).

φE0 = ρs λv αe (ϑs − ϑa) (28a)
φH0 = αh (Ts − Ta) (28b)

αe = 0.137 f0
Kair

caρs

(
g

|ρa − ρo|
ρa νa Da

)1/3

(29a)

αh = 0.137f0 Kair

(
g

|ρa − ρo|
ρa νa Da

)1/3

(29b)

Here, ν = κ e/p, with the appropriate vapour pressure val-
ues, e, for both surface and ambient atmospheric values. Kair
is the molecular heat conductivity of air (J m−1 s−1 C−1), νa
is the kinematic viscosity of the air (m2 s−1), ρo is the den-
sity of the saturated air at the water surface temperature, ρs is
the density of the surface water, f0 is a dimensionless rough-
ness correction coefficient for the lake surface, and Da is the
molecular heat diffusivity of air (m2 s−1). Note that the im-
pact of low wind speeds on the drag coefficient is captured
by the modified Charnock relation (Eqs. B2–B3), which in-
cludes an additional term for the smooth flow transition (see
also Fig. A1).

2.4 Snow and ice dynamics

The extent of ice and snow cover can significantly impact the
lake water balance and mixing regime depending on the pre-
vailing environmental conditions. The algorithms for GLM
ice and snow dynamics are based on previous ice modelling
studies that adopt a three-layer scheme for resolving ice and
snow split into blue ice (or black ice), white ice (or snow
ice), and snow layers (Patterson and Hamblin, 1988; Gu
and Stefan, 1993; Rogers et al., 1995; Vavrus et al., 1996;
Launiainen and Cheng, 1998; Magee et al., 2016). Blue ice
is formed through direct freezing of lake water into ice,
whereas white ice is generated in response to seeping of lake
water onto the ice surface when the mass of snow that can
be supported by the buoyancy of the ice cover is exceeded
(see below; Rogers et al., 1995). The snow layer is subject
to compaction and melting based on surface meteorological
conditions and the ice layers are affected by the lake water
temperature at the lower boundary.

Blue ice initially forms when the water at the lake surface
goes below 0 ◦C. Once fresh snow deposits on the surface
it is subject to densification, which depends on the air tem-
perature and amount of rainfall (Fig. 6); the density of fresh
snowfall is determined as the ratio of measured snowfall
height to water-equivalent height, with any values exceed-
ing the assigned maximum or minimum snow density (de-
faults: ρs,max = 300 kg m−3, ρs,min = 50 kg m−3) truncated
to the appropriate limit. The snow compaction equation is
based on the exponential decay formula of McKay (1968),
with the selection of snow compaction parameters based on
air temperature and depending on whether rainfall or snow-
fall is being added. When the weight of snow exceeds the
buoyancy of the ice layer,

�zsnow ρsnow > {�zblue (ρw − ρblue)

+�zwhite (ρw − ρwhite)} , (30)

the ice will be forced downward and lake water will seep
into the snow layer, leading to formation of white ice. This
downward movement and white ice formation is limited to
the snow amount matching the buoyancy deficit of the ice
layer, and the lake height is reduced accordingly.
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Figure 5. A 2-year times series of the simulated daily heat fluxes for the five example lakes (a–e) that were depicted in Fig. 2. The heat
balance components summarized are depicted schematically in the inset, as described in Sect. 2.3, and the “heat balance” line refers to the
LHS of Eq. (9).

To capture the changing thickness of the ice and snow lay-
ers due to melting or freezing, the model employs a quasi-
steady-state assumption to solve the heat transfer equation
through the layers by assuming that the timescale for heat
conduction is short relative to the timescale of changes in me-
teorological forcing (Patterson and Hamblin, 1988; Rogers et
al., 1995). By assigning appropriate boundary conditions at
the ice–atmosphere and ice–water interfaces, the model com-
putes the upward conductive heat flux through the ice and
snow cover to the atmosphere, termed φ0.

At the upper surface (which could be ice or snow), a heat
flux balance is employed to provide the condition for surface
melting:

φ0 [T0] + φnet [T0] = 0 T0 < Tm, (31)

φnet [T0] = −ρice,snow λf
d�zice,snow

dt
, (32)

where λf is the latent heat of fusion, �zice,snow is the height
of either the upper snow or ice layer, ρice,snow is the density
of the relevant snow or ice layer determined from the surface
medium properties, T0 is the temperature at the solid surface,
and Tm is the meltwater temperature (0 ◦C). φnet [T0] is the
net incoming heat flux for non-penetrative radiation at the
solid surface:

φnet [T0] = φLWin − φLWout [T0] + φH [T0]
+ φE [T0] + φR [T0] , (33)

where the heat fluxes between the solid bound-
ary and the atmosphere are calculated as out-
lined previously, but with modification for the de-
termination of vapour pressure over ice or snow
(esice [T0] = es [T0]

(
1 + 9.72 × 10−3T0 + 4.2 × 10−5 T 2

0
)
;

Jeong, 2009) and the addition of the rainfall heat flux, φR,
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Figure 6. (a) Decision tree describing updates to the snow cover each time step according to the amount of incident rainfall (∗RF) and
snowfall (∗SF), air temperature (Ta), and snow compaction rules. (b) Schematic of ice and snow layers and heat fluxes. Refer to the text and
Table 1 for definitions of other variables. Here, ∗RF = fRRx/csecday and ∗SF = fSSx/csecday if ice cover is present; otherwise they are set
to 0 and the model reverts to Eqs. (6)–(7).

(φR = ∗RFρwλf to capture the freezing effect if T0 < Tm
or simply as ∗RFcwρw (Ta − T0) if T0 = Tm; Rogers et al.,
1995). To determine the flow of heat through the layers,
Rogers et al. (1995) derived the following.

�
(
φ0 − φSW0

)
= Tm − T0

−

{
fVIS φSW0

((
1 − e−Ks1�zsnow

)

KsnowKs1

+e−Ks1�zsnow

(
1 − e−Kw1�zwhite

)

Kw1�zwhite
+ e−Ks1�zsnow−Kw1�zwhite

(
1 − e−Kb1�zblue

)

Kb1�zblue

)}
−

{
(1 − fVIS) φSW0

((
1 − e−Ks2�zsnow

)

KsnowKs2

+e−Ks2�zsnow

(
1 − e−Kw2�zwhite

)

Kw2�zwhite

+e−Ks2�zsnow−Kw2�zwhite

(
1 − e−Kb2�zblue

)

Kb2�zblue

)}

+ φsi�zsnow� −
φsi�z2

snow
2Ksnow

(34)

Here, � =
(

�zsnow
Ksnow

+ �zwhite
Kwhite

+ �zblue
Kblue

)
, φSW0 is the shortwave

radiation penetrating the ice–snow surface, K refers to the

light attenuation coefficient of the ice and snow components
designated with subscripts s, w, and b for snow, white ice,
and blue ice, respectively, and the �z terms refer to the thick-
ness of snow, white ice, and blue ice. This is rearranged and
solved for T0 and φ0 by using a bilinear iteration until surface
heat fluxes are balanced (i.e. φ0 [T0] = −φnet [T0]) and T0 is
stable (±0.001 ◦C). In the presence of ice (or snow) cover,
a surface temperature T0 > Tm indicates that energy is avail-
able for melting. The amount of energy for melting is calcu-
lated by setting T0 = Tm to determine the reduced thickness
of snow or ice (as shown in Eq. 32). The estimation of φ0
applies an empirical equation to estimate snow conductivity,
Ksnow, from its density (Ashton, 1986):

Ksnow = 0.021 + 0.0042ρsnow + (2.2 × 10−9 ρ3
snow). (35)

The heat flux in the ice at the ice–water interface is

φf = φ0 − fVIS φSW0 (1 − exp[−Ks1�zsnow − Kw1�zwhite

−Kb1�zblue]) − (1 − fVIS) φSW0 (1 − exp[−Ks2�zsnow

−Kw2�zwhite − Kb2�zblue]) − φsi �zsnow, (36)

where φsi is a volumetric heat flux for the formation of white
ice, which is given in Eq. (14) of Rogers et al. (1995), and ice
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and snow light attenuation coefficients in GLM are also fixed
to the same values as those given by Rogers et al. (1995).
Shortwave albedo for the ice or snow surface (required for
Eq. 10) is a function of surface medium (see Table 1 of
Vavrus et al., 1996) with values varying from 0.08 to 0.6 for
ice and from 0.08 to 0.7 for snow, depending on the surface
temperature and the layer thicknesses; an additional scaling
factor for the snow albedo, fα , is also implemented to aid
calibration.

Accretion or ablation of blue ice occurs at the ice–water
boundary based on the conductive heat flux from water into
the ice, φw, as given by the finite-difference approximation:

φw = −Kwater
�T

δwi
, (37)

where Kwater is the molecular conductivity of water (assum-
ing the water is stagnant under the ice), and �T is the tem-
perature difference between the surface water of the lake and
the bottom of the blue ice layer, Tm − Ts. This occurs across
an assigned length scale, δwi, for which a value of 0.1–0.5 m
is usual based on the reasoning given in Rogers et al. (1995)
and the typical vertical water layer resolution of a model
simulation (0.125–1.5 m). Note that a wide variation in tech-
niques and values is used to determine the basal heat flux
immediately beneath the ice pack (e.g. Harvey, 1990), which
suggests that this may need careful consideration during cal-
ibration.

The imbalance between φf moving through the blue ice
layer and the heat flux from the water into the ice, φw, gives
the rate of change of ice thickness at the interface with water:

d�zblue

dt
=

φf − φw

ρblue λf
. (38)

The ice thickness is set to its minimum value of 0.05 m,
which is suggested by Patterson and Hamblin (1988) and
Vavrus et al. (1996). The need for a minimum ice thickness
relates primarily to horizontal variability of the ice cover dur-
ing formation and closure (ice-on) periods. The ice cover
equations are discontinued and open water conditions are re-
stored in the model when the thermodynamic balance first
produces ice thickness < 0.05 m. Example outputs are shown
in Fig. 7; see also Yao et al. (2014) for a previous application.

2.5 Sediment heating

The water column thermal budget may also be affected by
heating or cooling from the soil–sediment below. For each
layer, the rate of temperature change depends on the temper-
ature gradient and the relative area of the layer volume in
contact with bottom sediment:

cwρi �Vi

dTi

dt
= Ksoil

(
Tzi

− Ti

)

δzsoil
(Ai − Ai−1) , (39)

where Ksoil is the soil–sediment thermal conductivity and
δzsoil is the length scale associated with the heat flux. The

temperature of the bottom sediment varies seasonally and
also depending on its depth below the water surface such that

Tzi
= Tzmean + δTz cos

[
2π

365

(
d − dTz

)]
, (40)

where z is the soil–sediment zone that the ith layer overlays
(see Sect. 4 for details), Tz is the temperature of this zone,
Tzmean is the annual mean sediment zone temperature, δTz is
the seasonal amplitude of the sediment temperature variation,
and dTz is the day of the year when the sediment temperature
peaks. By defining different sediment zones, the model can
therefore allow for a different mean and amplitude of littoral
waters compared to deeper waters. A dynamic sediment tem-
perature diffusion model is also under development, which
will be suitable when empirical data for the above parame-
ters in Eq. (40) are not available.

2.6 Stratification and vertical mixing

Mixing processes in lakes are varied and depend upon the
degree of meteorological and hydrological forcing, the lake
morphometry, and the nature of thermal stratification expe-
rienced by the lake at the time of forcing. Numerous mod-
els adopt an eddy-diffusivity approach whereby mixing is
captured using the advection–dispersion equation (e.g. Ri-
ley and Stefan, 1988). GLM adopts an energy balance ap-
proach as used in DYRESM whereby the mixing dynamics
are based on estimating the amount of turbulent energy avail-
able, which is separately computed for the surface mixed
layer (surface mixing) and for mixing below the thermocline
(deep mixing).

2.6.1 Surface mixed layer

To compute mixing of layers, GLM works on the premise
that the balance between the available energy, ETKE, and
the energy required for mixing to occur, EPE, provides
the surface mixed layer (SML) deepening rate dzSML/dt ,
where zSML is the depth from the surface to the bottom
of the surface mixed layer. For an overview of the dynam-
ics, readers are referred to early works on bulk mixed layer
depth models by Kraus and Turner (1967) and Kim (1976),
which were subsequently extended by Imberger and Patter-
son (1981) and Spigel et al. (1986) as a basis for hydrody-
namic model design. Using this approach, the available ki-
netic energy is calculated due to contributions from wind stir-
ring, convective overturn, shear production between layers,
and Kelvin–Helmholtz (K–H) billowing. Overall, the turbu-
lent energy generated for mixing is summarized as (Hamilton
and Schladow, 1997)

ETKE =0.5CK(w3
∗)�t︸ ︷︷ ︸

convective overturn

+ 0.5CK(CWu3
∗)�t︸ ︷︷ ︸

wind stirring

(41)
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Figure 7. Example of modelled and observed thickness of (a) blue ice, �zblue, (b) white ice, �zwhite, and (c) snow, �zsnow, for Sparkling
Lake, Wisconsin. Points are the average observed thicknesses.

+ 0.5CS

[
u2

b +
u2

b
6

dδKH

dzSML
+

ubδKH

3
dub

dzSML

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
shear production
K–H production

�zk−1,

where δKH is the K–H billow length scale (described below),
ub is the shear velocity at the interface of the mixed layer,
and CK, CW, and CS are mixing efficiency constants. For
mixing to occur, the energy must be sufficient to lift up water
in the layer below the bottom of the mixed layer, denoted
here as the layer k − 1 with thickness �zk−1, and accelerate
it to the mixed layer velocity, u∗. This must also account for
energy consumption associated with K–H billowing. In total,
the energy required to entrain a layer into the mixed layer is
expressed as EPE:

EPE =


0.5CT(w3

∗ + CWu3
∗)

2/3
︸ ︷︷ ︸

acceleration

+
�ρ

ρo

gzSML

︸ ︷︷ ︸
lifting

+
gδ2

KH
24ρo

d(�ρ)

dzSML
+

gδKH�ρ

12ρo

dδKH

dzSML︸ ︷︷ ︸
K–H consumption


�zk−1, (42)

where CT is a mixing efficiency constant to account for un-
steady turbulence. To numerically resolve Eqs. (41) and (42)
the model sequentially computes the different components
of the above expressions with respect to the layer structure,
thereby checking the available energy relative to the required
amount (depicted schematically in Fig. 8). GLM follows the
sequence of the algorithm presented in detail in Imberger and
Patterson (1981), whereby layers are combined due to con-
vection and wind stirring first, and then the resultant mixed
layer properties are used when subsequently computing the
extent of shear mixing and the effect of K–H instabilities.
Plots indicating the role of mixing in shaping the thermal
structure of the example lakes are shown in Fig. 9.

To compute the mixing energy available due to convec-
tion, in the first step, the value for w∗ is calculated, which
is the turbulent velocity scale associated with convection
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brought about by cooling at the air–water interface. The
model adopts the algorithm used in Imberger and Patter-
son (1981), whereby the potential energy that would be re-
leased by mixed layer deepening is computed from the first
moment of layer masses in the epilimnion (surface mixed
layer) about the lake bottom relative to the well-mixed con-
dition. This is numerically computed by summing from the
bottom-most layer of the epilimnion, k, up to NLEV:

w3
∗ =

g

ρSML�t

NLEV∑

i=k

[
(ρi�zi)

(
h̃i − h̃SML

)]
, (43)

where ρSML is the mean density of the mixed layer including
the combined layer, ρi is the density of the ith layer, �zi is
the height difference between two consecutive layers within
the loop (�zi = hi −hi−1), h̃i is the mean height of layers to
be mixed (h̃i = 0.5[hi + hi−1]), and h̃SML is the epilimnion
mid-height calculated as h̃SML = 0.5(hS + hk−1), where hS
is the height of the surface water level.

The velocity scale u∗ of the surface layer is associated with
wind stress and calculated according to the wind strength:

u2
∗ =

ρa

ρSML
CDU2

10, (44)

where CD is the drag coefficient for momentum. The model
first checks to see if the energy available (Eqs. 43 and 44) can
overcome the energy required to mix the k − 1 layer into the
surface mixed layer (Fig. 8e); i.e. mixing of k − 1 occurs if

CK

(
w3

∗ + CW u3
∗

)
�t ≥

(
gk′ zSML + CT

(
w3

∗ + CW u3
∗

)2/ 3
)

�zk−1, (45)

where gk′ = g
�ρ
ρo

is the reduced gravity between
the mixed layer and the k − 1 layer calculated as
g (ρSML − ρk−1)/(0.5(ρSML + ρk−1)). If the mixing
condition is met, the layers are combined, the energy
required to combine the layer is removed from the available
energy, k is adjusted, and the loop continues to the next
layer. When the mixing energy is substantial and the mixing
reaches the bottom layer, the mixing routine ends. If the
condition in Eq. (45) is not met, then any residual energy
is stored for the next time step, and the mixing algorithm
continues as outlined below.

Once stirring is completed, mixing generated due to veloc-
ity shear is then accounted for. Parameterizing the shear ve-
locity, denoted ub, in a one-dimensional model can be prob-
lematic; however, the approximation used in Imberger and
Patterson (1981) is applied:

ub =





u2
∗�t

zSML
+ ubold , t ≤ tb + δtshear

0 , t > tb + δtshear

, (46)

where ubold is from the previous time step and zeroed be-
tween shear (wind) events. Therefore, this model yields a

simple linear increase in the shear velocity over time for a
constant wind stress. This is considered relative to δtshear,
which is the cut-off time beyond which it is assumed that
no further shear-induced mixing occurs for that event. This
cut-off time assumes the use of only the energy produced by
shear at the interface during a period equivalent to half the
basin-scale seiche duration, δtiw, which can be modified to
account for damping (Spigel, 1978):

δtshear = (47)



1.59δtiw
δtdamp

δtiw
≥ 10

(
1 + 0.59

(
1 − cosh

[
δtdamp

δtiw
− 1

]−1
))

δtiw
δtdamp

δtiw
< 10,

where δtdamp is the timescale of damping. The wave pe-
riod is approximated based on the stratification as δtiw =
LMETA/2c, where LMETA is the length of the basin at the
thermocline calculated from

√
Ak−1 (4/π)(Lcrest/Wcrest),

whereby an ellipse shape is assumed and c is the internal
wave speed,

c =

√
|gEH′ |

δepiδhyp(
δepi + δhyp

) , (48)

where δepi and δhyp are characteristic vertical length scales
associated with the epilimnion and hypolimnion:

δepi =
�Vepi

0.5(As + Ak−1)
; δhyp =

Vk−1

0.5Ak−1
, (49)

where �Vepi and Vk−1 are the associated volumes.
The time for damping of internal waves in a two-layer sys-

tem can be parameterized by estimating the length scale of
the oscillating boundary layer, through which the wave en-
ergy dissipates, and the period of the internal standing wave
(see Spigel and Imberger, 1980):

δtdamp =
√

νw

cdamp δss

2
(
δepi + δhyp

)

u2
∗

√
c

2LMETA

δhyp

δepi

(
δepi + δhyp

)
. (50)

Once the velocity is computed from Eq. (46), the energy
for mixing from velocity shear is compared to that required
for lifting and accelerating the next layer down, and layers
are combined if there is sufficient energy (Fig. 6f), i.e. when

0.5CS

[
u2

b
(
z̃SML + �δKH

)

6
+

ubδKH�ub

3

]

+
[
gk′δKH

(
δKH�zk−1

24zSML
−

�δKH

12

)]

≥
(

gk′zSML + CT

(
w3

∗ + CWu3
∗

)2/3
)

�zk−1, (51)

where the billow length scale is δKH = CKHu2
b/gEH′ and

�δKH = 2CKH ub �ub/gEH′ ; in this case the reduced gravity
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is computed from the difference between the bulk epilimnion
and hypolimnion waters (Eq. 49), and CKH is a measure of
the billow mixing efficiency.

Once energy from shear mixing is exhausted, the model
checks the resultant density interface to see if it remains un-
stable to shear such that K–H billows would be expected to
form, i.e. if the metalimnion thickness is less than the K–H
length scale, δKH. If this condition is met, a six-layer set is
created about the thermocline to relax the stratification, set
to have a linear density profile over δKH (Fig. 8g), and the
surface layer properties are updated.

2.6.2 Deep mixing

Mixing below the thermocline in lakes, in the deeper hy-
polimnion, is modelled using a characteristic vertical diffu-
sivity, DZ = Dε+Dm, where Dm is a constant molecular dif-
fusivity for scalars and Dε is the turbulent diffusivity. Three
hypolimnetic mixing options are possible in GLM including
(1) no diffusivity, DZ = 0, (2) a constant vertical diffusiv-
ity DZ over the water depth below the surface mixed layer,
or (3) a derivation by Weinstock (1981) used in DYRESM,
which is described as being suitable for regions displaying
weak or strong stratification, whereby diffusivity increases
with dissipation and decreases with heightened stratification.
For the constant vertical diffusivity option, the coefficient
CHYP is interpreted as the vertical diffusivity (m2 s−1), i.e.
Dz = CHYP, and applied uniformly below the surface mixed
layer. For the Weinstock (1981) model, the diffusivity varies
depending on the strength of stratification and the rate of tur-
bulent dissipation according to

Dz =
CHYP εTKE

N2 + 0.6kTKE
2 u∗2

, (52)

where CHYP in this case is the mixing efficiency of hypolim-
netic TKE (∼ 0.8 in Weinstock, 1981), kTKE is the turbulence
wavenumber defined below, and u∗ is defined as above. The
stratification strength is computed using the Brunt–Väisälä
(buoyancy) frequency, N2, defined for a given layer i as

N2
i =

g�ρ

ρ�z
≈

g (ρi−2 − ρi+2)

ρref (hi+2 − hi−2)
, (53)

where ρref is the average of the layer densities. This is com-
puted from layer three upwards, averaging over the span of
five layers until the vertical density gradient exceeds a set
tolerance. N2 varies following an approximate normal distri-
bution with height, centred at the height at which the centre
of buoyancy is located and computed each time step from
the first moment of the vertical N2 distribution. Addition-
ally, GLM estimates the vertical length scale associated with
1 standard deviation about the centre of the N2 distribution,
denoted δzσ .

The diffusivity increases in line with the turbulent dissipa-
tion rate. This can be complex to estimate in stratified lakes;

however, GLM adopts a simple approach as described in Fis-
cher et al. (1979) in which a “net dissipation” is approxi-
mated by assuming that dissipation is in equilibrium with
energy inputs from external forcing:

εTKE ≈ εTKE = εWIND + εINFLOW, (54)

which is expanded and calculated per unit mass as

εTKE =
1

ṼN2ρ
mCDρaU

3
10As

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rate of working by wind

+ (55)

1
(ṼN2 − �VS)ρ

NINF∑

I

g(ρinsI − ρiinsI
)QinfinsI

((hS − zinfinsI
) − hiinsI −1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rate of work done by inflows

,

where ρ = 0.5
(
ρ1 + ρNLEV

)
is the mean density of the wa-

ter column. The work done by inflows is computed based
on the flow rate and considers the depth to which the inflow
plunges and the difference in density between the inflow wa-
ter and layer into which it inserts, summed over all config-
ured inflows (refer Sect. 2.7). These sources are normalized
over the mass of water contained above the area of mixing.
This is estimated as ṼN2 , the fractional volume of the lake
that is contained above the height that corresponds to 1 stan-
dard deviation below the centre of buoyancy and is therefore
the volume of the lake over which 85 % of the N2 variance
is captured. The turbulence wavenumber, kTKE, is then esti-
mated from

k2
TKE =

cwn As

ṼN2 �zSML
, (56)

where cwn is a coefficient. Since the dissipation is assumed
to concentrate close to the level of strongest stratification,
the “mean” diffusivity suggested by Eq. (52) is modified to
decay exponentially within the layers as they increase their
distance from the thermocline:

DZi
= (57){

0 hi ≥ (hS − zSML)

CHYP εTKE

N2
i + 0.6kTKE

2 u∗2
exp

[
−

(hS − zSML − hi)
2

δzσ
2

]
hi < (hS − zSML) ,

where δzσ is used to scale the depth over which the mixing
is assumed to decay below the bottom of the mixed layer,
hS − zSML.

Once the diffusivity is approximated (either using a con-
stant value or Eq. 57), the diffusion of any scalar, C (includ-
ing temperature, salinity, and any water quality attributes),
between two layers is numerically accounted for by the fol-
lowing mass transfer expressions:

Ci+1 = C − e−fdif
�zi�C

(�zi+1 + �zi)
, (58a)

Ci = C + e−fdif
�zi+1�C

(�zi+1 + �zi)
, (58b)
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Figure 8. Schematic depiction of layer changes during stratification and mixing. Consecutive panels show changes from (a) the initial layer
and thermal profile, to (b) heating due to solar radiation, to (c) evaporative cooling, which creates (d) convective mixing followed by (e) a
wind event causing stirring and (f) shear mixing across the thermocline. If the metalimnion remains unstable to shear it may be subjected to
mixing from K–H billowing, which opens up the thermocline as depicted in panel (g).

where C is the weighted mean concentration of C for the two
layers, and �C is the concentration difference between them.
The smoothing function, fdif, is related to the diffusivity ac-
cording to

fdif =
DZi+1 + DZi

(�zi+1 + �zi)
2 �t, (59)

and the above diffusion algorithm is run once up the water
column and once down the water column as a simple explicit
method for capturing diffusion of mass to both the upper and
lower layers. An example of the effect of hypolimnetic mix-
ing on a hypothetical scalar concentration released from the
sediment to the water column layers and accumulating in the
hypolimnion is shown in Fig. 10.

2.7 Inflows and outflows

Aside from the surface fluxes of water described above, the
water balance of a lake is controlled by inflows and out-
flows. Inflows can be specified as local run-off from the sur-
rounding (dry) lake domain (QR described separately above;
Eq. 8), rivers entering at the surface of the lake that will be
buoyant or plunge depending on their momentum and density
(Sect. 2.7.1), or submerged inflows (including groundwater)
that enter at depth (Sect. 2.7.2). Four options for outflows are
included in GLM. These include withdrawals from a spec-
ified depth (Sect. 2.7.3), adaptive offtake (Sect. 2.7.4), ver-
tical groundwater seepage (Sect. 2.7.5), and river outflow–
overflow from the surface of the lake (Sect. 2.7.6). Any num-
ber of lake inflows and outflows can be specified, and, ex-
cept for the local run-off term, all are applied at a daily time
step. Depending on the specific settings of each, these water
fluxes can impact the volume of the individual layers, �Vi ,
and the overall lake volume (Eq. 4). Inflows have a prescribed
composition (temperature, salinity, and scalars), except local

run-off, which is assumed to be at air temperature with zero
salinity.

2.7.1 River inflows

As water from an inflowing river connects with a lake or
reservoir environment, it will form a positively or negatively
buoyant intrusion depending on the density of the incoming
river water in the context of the water column stratification.
As the inflow progresses towards insertion, it will entrain
water at a rate depending on the turbulence created by the
inflowing water mass (Fischer et al., 1979). For each con-
figured inflow the entrainment coefficient, Einf, is computed
based on the bottom drag being experienced by the inflowing
water, CDinf , and the water stability using the approximation
given in Imberger and Patterson (1981) as written in Ayala et
al. (2014):

Einf = 1.6
C

3/2
Dinf

Riinf
, (60)

where the inflow Richardson number, Riinf, characterizes the
stability of the water in the context of the inflow. Imberger
and Patterson (1981) derived a simple estimate of Riinf based
on the drag coefficient by assuming the velocity (and Froude
number) is typically small and considering the channel ge-
ometry, which is adapted in GLM as

Riinf =
CDinf

(
1 + 0.21

√
CDinf sinαinf

)

sinαinf tan�inf
, (61)

where αinf is the stream half-angle assuming an approximate
triangular cross section, and �inf is the angle of the slope of
the inflow thalweg relative to horizontal in the region where
it meets the waterbody (Fig. 11). Therefore, using Eqs. (60)
and (61), a simple approximation of stream geometry and
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Figure 9. A 2-year time series of the simulated temperature profiles for five example lakes (a–e) that range in size and hydrology. For more
information about each lake and the simulation configuration, refer to the “Data availability” section (refer also to Figs. 2 and 5). Sparkling
Lake (b) also indicates the simulated depth of ice on the RHS scale.

bottom roughness can be used to parameterize the character-
istic rate of entrainment as it enters the waterbody.

On entry, the inflow algorithm captures two phases: first,
the inflowing water crosses the layers of the lake until it
reaches a level of neutral buoyancy, and second, it then un-
dergoes insertion. In the first part of the algorithm, the daily
inflow parcel is tracked down the lakebed and its mixing with
layers is updated until it is deemed ready for insertion. The
initial estimate of the intrusion thickness, �zinf0 , is computed
as in Antenucci et al. (2005) and Ayala et al. (2014):

�zinf0 =

(
2

Riinf

g′
inf

(
Qinf0

tan αinf

)2
)1/5

, (62)

where Qinf0 = finf Qinfx is the inflow discharge entering the
domain based on the data provided as a boundary condition,
Qinfx , and g′

inf is the reduced gravity of the inflow as it en-
ters.

g′
inf = g

(ρinf − ρs)

ρs
, (63)
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Figure 10. Example simulations for Lake Kinneret showing the hypolimnetic concentration of a passive tracer (normalized units) released
from the sediment into the water layers at a constant rate for the case (a) without deep mixing, (b) with a constant vertical diffusivity,
Dz = 2 × 10−6 m2 s−1, and (c) with the depth-dependent vertical diffusivity formulation (Eq. 57). The thermal structure for this case is in
Fig. 9e.

Here, ρinf is the density of the inflow computed from
the supplied inflow properties of temperature and salin-
ity (Tinfx , Sinfx ), and ρs is the density of the surface layer.
If the inflowing water is deemed to be positively buoyant
(ρinf < ρs) or the model only has one layer (NLEV = 1), then
the inflow water over the daily time step is added to the sur-
face layer volume (�VNLEV = Qinf0 �td), and hS is updated
accordingly. Otherwise, this inflow volume is treated as a
parcel which travels down through the lake layers, and its
properties are subsequently incremented over each time step,
j (currently daily), until it inserts. The thickness of an inflow
parcel increases over each increment due to entrainment, as-
suming

�zinfj = 1.2Einf �xinfj + �zinfj−1 , (64)

where �zinfj is the inflow thickness and �xinfj is the dis-
tance travelled by the inflowing water parcel over the j th
time step. The distance travelled is estimated based on the
change in the vertical height of the inflow, δzinf, and the an-
gle of the inflow river, φinf, as given by

�xinfj =
δzinfj

sin�inf
. (65)

The vertical excursion for the step is approximated as
the difference between its starting height and the bottom of
the nearest layer that it sits above, hij −1, such that δzinfj =(
hS − zinfj−1

)
− hij −1, where zinfj−1 is the depth of the inflow

from the surface at the start of the time step, and this is sub-
sequently updated from zinfj = zinfj−1 + �xinfj sin�inf. The
average velocity of the inflow parcel is updated based on the
incoming flow rate from

uinfj =
Qinfj−1(

�zinfj
)2 tanαinf

, (66)

where the denominator links the relationship between in-
flow height and channel width in order to define the cross-
sectional area of the flow. This velocity is used to estimate

the timescale of transport of the parcel (δtd = �xinfj
/

uinfj ).
Following the conservation of mass, the flow is estimated
to increase according to Fischer et al. (1979) (see also An-
tenucci et al., 2005):

�Qinfj = Qinfj−1




(
�zinfj

�zinfj−1

)5/3

− 1


 , (67)

whereby �Qinfj is removed from the volume of the corre-
sponding layer, ij , and added to the previous time step inflow
Qinfj−1 to capture the entrainment effect on the inflow for
the next increment. The properties associated with �Qinfj
are assumed to match those of the ij layer and mixed into
the inflow parcel to update temperature, salinity, and density,
ρinfj . The inflow travel algorithm (Eqs. 62–67) increments
through j until the density of the inflow first reaches its depth
of neutral buoyancy: ρinfj ≤ ρij . Once this condition is met,
the insertion depth is defined as zinfinsI

, its density as ρinfinsI
,

and the second part of the algorithm then creates a new layer
of thickness dependent on the inflow’s volume at that time,
QinfinsI

csecday, which includes the successive layer additions
from entrainment; Eq. (67).

Since a new inflow parcel is created each day and the
user may configure multiple inflows, NINF, a complex set of
parcels being tracked via Eqs. (60)–(67), and a queue of new
layers to be inserted are created. Following the creation of a
new layer for an inflow parcel, NLEV is incremented and all
layer heights above the new layer are updated, paying atten-
tion to the lake hypsography. The new inflow layer is then
subject to the thickness limit criteria within the layer-limit-
checking routine and may amalgamate with adjacent layers
or be divided into thinner layers.

Aside from importing mass into the lake, river inflows also
contribute turbulent kinetic energy that may dissipate in the
hypolimnion, as discussed in Sect. 2.6.2 (e.g. see Eq. 55), and
they contribute to the scalar transport in the water column
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Figure 11. Schematic showing inflow insertion depth, entrainment, Einf, slope, �inf, and bottom slope angle, αinf, of an inflowing river, I ,
entering at a flow rate of Qinf0 and an estimated starting thickness of �zinf0 .

by adding mass contained within the inserted inflow parcels
and contributing to mixing of properties via entrainment as
described above (Fig. 12a); see also Fenocchi et al. (2017).

2.7.2 Submerged inflows

Submerged inflows are inserted at the user-specified depth,
hinf, with zero entrainment by utilizing the second part of the
algorithm described in Sect. 2.7.1. Once the submerged in-
flow volume is added as a new layer it may then be mixed
with adjacent layers (above or below) depending on the den-
sity difference and layer thickness criteria (Fig. 12b). This
option can be used across one or more inflow elevations to
account for groundwater input to a lake or for capturing a
piped inflow, for example.

2.7.3 Withdrawals

Outflows from a specific depth can include outlets from a
dam wall offtake, other piped withdrawal, or removal of wa-
ter that may be lost due to groundwater recharge. For a strat-
ified water column, the water will be removed from the layer
corresponding to the specified withdrawal height, houtf, and
layers above or below depending on the strength of discharge
and stability of the water column. Accordingly, the model
assumes an algorithm in which the thickness of the with-
drawal envelope is dependent on the internal Froude (Fr)
and Grashof (Gr) numbers and the parameter R (see Fischer
et al., 1979; Imberger and Patterson, 1981):

Fr =
foutf Qoutfx

Noutf Woutf L
2
outf

, (68)

Gr =
N2

outfA
2
outf

D2
outf

, (69)

R = FrGr1/3, (70)

where Woutf, Loutf, and Aoutf are the width, length, and area
of the lake at the outlet elevation, and D2

outf is the vertical dif-
fusivity averaged over the layers corresponding to the with-
drawal thickness, δoutf (described below). To calculate the
width and length of the lake at the height of the outflow, it
is assumed, firstly, that the lake shape can be approximated
as an ellipse and, secondly, that the ratio of length to width at
the height of the outflow is the same as that at the lake crest.
The length of the lake at the outflow height, Loutf, and the
lake width, Woutf, are given by

Loutf =

√
Aoutf

4
π

Lcrest

Wcrest
, (71)

Woutf = Loutf
Wcrest

Lcrest
, (72)

where Aoutf is the area of the lake at the outflow height, Lcrest
is the length, and Wcrest the width of the lake at the crest
height.

The thickness of the withdrawal layer is calculated de-
pending on the value of R (Fischer et al., 1979) such that

δoutf =
{

2Loutf Gr−1/6 R ≤ 1
2Loutf Fr1/2 R > 1

. (73)

If stratification is apparent near houtf, either above or below
this elevation, then the thickness computed in Eq. (73) may
not be symmetric about the offtake level (Imberger and Pat-
terson, 1981); therefore the algorithm separately computes
the thickness of the withdrawal layer above and below, de-
noted δoutftop and δoutfbot , respectively. The Brunt–Väisälä fre-
quency is averaged over the relevant thickness, N2

outf, and cal-
culated as

N2
outf =

g

δoutf

ρoutf − ρi

ρoutf
, (74)
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Figure 12. Example simulations with tracers demonstrating inflow insertion example for the case in which (a) the inflow was set as a surface
river inflow and subject to the insertion algorithm (Eqs. 60–67) prior to insertion, and (b) the inflow was set as a submerged inflow at a
specified height (hinf = 5 m). Once entering the water column, the tracer, C, is subject to mixing during inflow entrainment in case (a) and
by surface and/or deep mixing once inserted for both cases (a) and (b). The colour scale represents an arbitrary inflow concentration which
entered with a value of 1.

where ρoutf is the density of the layer corresponding to the
height of the withdrawal, ioutf, and ρi is the density of the
water column at the edge of the withdrawal layer, as deter-
mined below. The flow of water taken from each layer influ-
enced by the withdrawal, Qoutfi , either above or below the
layer of the outlet elevation requires identification of the up-
permost and lowermost layer indices influenced by the out-
flow, denoted itop and ibot. Once the layer range is defined,
Qoutfi is computed for the layers between ioutf and itop and
between ioutf and ibot by partitioning the total outflow us-
ing a function to calculate the proportion of water withdrawn
from any layer that fits the region of water drawn in a given
time (Qoutfi = f

[
foutfQoutfx ,hi,hi−1,houtf,δoutfbot ,δoutftop

]
;

see Imberger and Patterson, 1981, Eq. 65). Given that users
configure any height for a withdrawal outlet and flow rates
of variable strength, the upper (houtf + δoutftop ) and lower
(houtf − δoutfbot ) elevation limits computed by the algorithm
are limited to the lake surface layer or bottom layer. Once
computed, the volumes are removed from the identified layer
set, and their height and volumes updated accordingly. Qoutfi
is constrained within the model to ensure no more than 90 %
of a layer can be removed in a single time step. Depending
on the fractional contribution from each of the layers from
which the water is withdrawn, the water taken will have the
associated weighted average of the relevant scalar concen-
trations (Toutf,Soutf,Coutf ), which are reported in the outlet
file for the particular withdrawal. This routine is repeated for
each withdrawal considered, denoted O, and the model op-
tionally produces a summary file of the combined outflow
water and its properties.

2.7.4 Adaptive offtake dynamics

For reservoir applications, a special outflow option has been
implemented that extends the dynamics in Sect. 2.7.3 to sim-
ulate an adaptive offtake or selective withdrawal. This ap-

proach is used for accommodating flexible reservoir with-
drawal regimes and their effects on the thermal structure
within a reservoir. For this option, a target temperature is
specified by the user and GLM identifies the correspond-
ing withdrawal height within a predefined (facility) range to
meet this target temperature during the runtime of the simula-
tion; i.e. the withdrawal height adaptively follows the thermal
stratification in the reservoir. The target temperature can be
defined as a constant temperature or a time series (via a *.csv
file), such as a measured water temperature from an upstream
river that could be used to plan environmental releases from
the reservoir to the downstream river. The selected height
of the adaptive offtake is printed out in a *.txt file to assist
reservoir operation. In addition to the basic adaptive offtake
function, GLM can also simulate withdrawal mixing; i.e. wa-
ter from the adaptive offtake is mixed with water from an-
other predefined height (e.g. the bottom outlet). For this op-
tion, the discharges at both locations need to be predefined
by the user (via the standard outflow *.csv files) and GLM
chooses the adaptive withdrawal from a height at which the
water temperature is such that the resulting mixing tempera-
ture meets the target temperature. This withdrawal mixing is
a common strategy in reservoir operation in which deep wa-
ter withdrawal and temperature control are required simulta-
neously to prevent deleterious downstream impacts.

An example of the adaptive offtake function with and with-
out withdrawal mixing, assuming a constant water tempera-
ture of 14 ◦C for the outflow water, shows that GLM is able
to deliver a constant outflow temperature of 14 ◦C during
the stratified period (Fig. 13). In winter when the water col-
umn is cooler than 14 ◦C, the model withdraws surface water.
The adaptive offtake functionality can be used in a stand-
alone mode or also linked to the dissolved oxygen concen-
tration (when operated with the coupled water quality model
AED2; see Sect. 4). In the latter case, the effect of the with-
drawal regime on the oxygen dynamics in the hypolimnion
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can be simulated (see Weber et al., 2017). In this setting,
the simulated hypolimnetic dissolved oxygen concentration
at a specified height is checked against a user-defined critical
threshold. If the hypolimnetic oxygen falls below the criti-
cal threshold, the height of the adaptive offtake will be auto-
matically switched to a defined height (usually deep outlets
in order to remove the oxygen-depleted water) to withdraw
water from this layer until the oxygen concentrations have
recovered.

2.7.5 Seepage

Seepage of water from the lake can also be configured within
the model, for example, as might be required in a wetland
simulation or for small reservoirs perched above the water
table that experience leakage to the soil below. The seepage
rate, Qseepage, can be assumed constant or dependent on the
overlying lake head:

Qseepage =




Option 1: constant rate

−GAS/csecday,

Option 2: Darcy flux based on water height

−
(

Kseep

δzsoil

)
AS hS

csecday
,

, (75)

where G is the seepage rate (m day−1), Kseep is the sedi-
ment hydraulic conductivity (m day−1), and δzsoil is an as-
sumed sediment thickness over which the seepage is assumed
to occur. The water leaving the lake is treated as a “ver-
tical withdrawal” whereby the water exits via the bottom-
most layer(s), and the amount �VG = Qseepage�td is gener-
ally all taken from the bottom-most layer (i = 1); however,
it is constrained within the model to ensure no more than
90 % of the layer can be reduced in any one time step; where
�VG > 0.9Vi=1, the routine sequentially loops up through
the above layers until enough lake volume has been identi-
fied to cover the seepage demand. Once the individual layer
volumes are incremented due to the seepage flux, �VGi

, the
heights of all layers (h1 : hs) are recomputed based on the
hypsographic curve using hi = f [Vi]. Where seepage re-
duces the lake below 0.05 m, the lake becomes dry and will
continue to have zero volume until there are new inputs from
rain or inflows (e.g. Fig. 9a).

2.7.6 Overflows

Once the lake volume exceeds the maximum vol-
ume, the excess water is assumed to leave the do-
main as an overflow. The flow rate, Qovfl, is com-
puted based on the interim volume, V ∗

S , prior to the
end of the daily time step, where V ∗

S = V t
S + �hSAS +

�t
(∑NINF

I Qinf0I
−

∑NOUT
O QoutfO − Qseepage

)
, and �hS is

the cumulative change in the daily water level over the day.
Users can optionally also specify a crest elevation which lies
below the elevation of maximum lake volume and support a
rating curve linking the height of water above the crest level
with the overflow volume:

Qweir ={
0, V ∗

S ≤ Vcrest
2
3
CDweir

√
2gWweir

(
h∗

S − hcrest
)3/2

, V ∗
S > Vcrest

, (76)

where h∗
S is the interim update to the water surface height

prior to the overflow computation, CDweir is a coefficient re-
lated to the drag of the weir, Wweir is the width of the weir
crest, and hcrest is the height of the crest level. The overflow
rate is then computed as the sum of the flow over the weir
crest and the volume of water exceeding the volume of the
domain:

Qovfl =
{

Qweir, V ∗
S ≤ Vmax

Qweir +
(
V ∗

S − Vmax
)
/�td, V ∗

S > Vmax
. (77)

If no crest is configured below the maximum lake height,
then Eq. (77) assumes Qweir = 0.

2.8 Wave height and bottom stress

Resuspension of sediment from the bed of lakes depends on
the stresses created by water movement across the lake bot-
tom. Wind-induced resuspension, in particular, is sporadic
and occurs as the waves at the water surface create oscilla-
tory currents that propagate down to the lakebed and exceed
a critical threshold. The wave climate that exists on a lake
can be complex and depend on the fetch over which the wind
has blown, the time period over which the wind has blown,
and complicating factors such as wind sheltering and vari-
ations in bottom topography. The horizontally averaged na-
ture of GLM means that only a single set of wave charac-
teristics across the entire lake surface can be computed for a
given time step and these are assumed to be at steady state.
Note that GLM does not predict resuspension and sediment
concentration directly, but computes the bottom shear stress
for later use in coupled sediment and water quality mod-
ules. Since each layer has a component that is considered
to overlay sediment (Sect. 4), the stress experienced at the
sediment–water interface is able to approximated as a func-
tion of depth in relation to the surface wave climate. The
model can therefore identify the depth range and areal extent
to which there is potential for bed-sediment resuspension to
occur, i.e. by computing the area of the lake over which the
bed shear stress exceeds some critical value required for re-
suspension.

The model estimates surface wave conditions using a sim-
ple, fetch-based, steady-state wave model (Laenen and Le-
Tourneau, 1996; Ji, 2008). The average wave geometry (wave
period, significant wave height, and wavelength) is predicted
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Figure 13. Adaptive offtake reservoir simulation; water temperatures of the adaptive offtake model assuming a constant target temperature
of 14 ◦C (a, b) without and (c, d) with mixing with the bottom outlet withdrawal. The black dashed line (a, c) represents the height range of
the variable withdrawal facility (AOF) and the magenta lines the adaptive offtake and second withdrawal height (here: bottom outlet). In the
scenario with the second withdrawal activated (c), the bottom outlet was periodically opened during flooding conditions. Panels (b) and (d)
indicate where the actual withdrawal temperature (DrawTemp, Toutf) was able to meet the target (TargetTemp).

based on the wind speed and fetch over which the waves de-
velop (Fig. 14), whereby the average fetch is approximated in
the one-dimensional model formulation from the lake area,

F = 2
√

As/π, (78)

and the wave period, δtwave, is calculated from fetch based
on

δtwave = 7.54
(

U10

g

)
tanh[ξ ] tanh




0.0379
(

gF

U2
10

)0.333

tanh[ξ ]


, (79)

where

ξ = 0.833

(
gzavg

U2
10

)0.375

(80)

and zavg = hS/2 is the average lake depth. The typical wave-
length is then estimated from

δxwave =
g(δtwave)

2

2π
tanh


 2π zavg

g(δtwave)
2

2π


 (81)

and the significant wave height from

δzwave = 0.283

(
U2

10
g

)
tanh[ζ ] tanh




0.00565
(

gF

U2
10

)0.5

tanh[ζ ]


, (82)

where

ζ = 0.53

(
gzavg

U2
10

)0.75

. (83)

Based on these properties the orbital wave velocity at the
surface can be translated down the depth of the water column
such that in the ith layer it is calculated as (Sheng and Lick,
1979)

Uorbi
=

π δzwave

δtwave sinh
[

2π zi−1
δxwave

] . (84)

For each layer, the total shear stress experienced at the
lakebed portion of that layer (equivalent in area to Ai −Ai−1)
is calculated from

τi =
1
2

ρi

(
fwi

U2
orbi

+ fci U
2
mi

)
, (85)
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Figure 14. Schematic of the wave estimation approach depicting
the lake fetch, surface wind speed, wave height, wavelength, and
bottom stress created by the orbital velocity.

where Um is the mean layer velocity, which for simplicity
is assumed based on the velocity estimate made during the
mixing calculations (Eq. 44) in the surface mixed layer such
that

Umi
=

{
u∗, i ≥ k

0, i < k
. (86)

The friction factors depend upon the characteristic par-
ticle diameter of the lake bottom sediments, δss, and the
fluid velocity. For the current-induced stress, we compute
fci = 0.24/ log

[
12zavg/2.5δsszi

]
and for waves (Kleinhans

and Grasmeijer, 2006)

fwi
= exp


−5.977 + 5.213

(
Uorbi

δtwave

5π δsszi

)−0.194

 , (87)

where δsszi is specific for each layer i, depending on which
sediment zone it overlays (see Sect. 4). The current- and
wave-induced stresses at the lake bottom manifest differently
within the lake, as demonstrated in Fig. 15 for a shallow lake.

3 Code organization and model operation

Aside from the core water balance and mixing functionality,
the model features numerous options and extensions in order
to make it a fast and easy-to-use package suitable for a wide
range of contemporary applications. Accommodating these
requirements has led to the modular code structure outlined
in Fig. 16. The model is written in C, with a Fortran-based
interface module to link with the Fortran-based water quality
modelling libraries described in Sect. 4. The model compiles
with GCC, GFortran, and commercial compilers, with sup-
port for Windows, OS X, and Linux.

The model may also be compiled as a library, termed
libGLM, that can be called as a plug-in to other models
(e.g. see Sect. 5.4). Whilst the model is not object oriented,

users may easily customize the specific modules described in
Sect. 2 by adding or extending options for alternate schemes
or functions.

To facilitate the use of the model in teaching environments
and for users with limited technical support, it may be oper-
ated without any third-party software, as the input files con-
sist of “namelist” (nml) text files for configuration and csv
files for meteorological and flow time series data (Fig. 17).
The outputs from predictions are stored into a structured
NetCDF file, which can be visualized in real time through
the simple inbuilt plotting library (libplot) or may be opened
for post-processing in MATLAB, R, or any other tool sup-
porting the open NetCDF format (see Sect. 5.1). Parameters
and configuration details are input through the main glm.nml
text file (Fig. 17) and default parameters and their associated
descriptions are outlined in Table 1.

4 Dynamic coupling with biogeochemical and
ecological model libraries

Beyond modelling the vertical temperature distribution, the
water, ice, and heat balance, and the transport and mixing
in a lake, the model has been designed to couple with bio-
geochemical and ecological model libraries. Currently the
model is distributed pre-linked with the AED2 simulation li-
brary (Hipsey et al., 2019c) and the Framework for Aquatic
Biogeochemical Models (FABM; Bruggeman and Bolding,
2014). Through connection with these libraries, GLM creates
a set C of scalar variables, where C ∈ C, which resolve the
vertical profiles and mass balance of turbidity, oxygen, nutri-
ents, phytoplankton, zooplankton, pathogens, and other wa-
ter quality variables of interest. Documentation of these mod-
els is beyond the scope of the present paper; however, two
features associated with the coupling are highlighted here as
relevant to managing physical–ecological interactions.

Firstly, the model is designed to allow for a user-defined
number of sediment zones that span the depth of the lake.
Using this approach, the current set-up allows for depth-
dependent sediment properties, both for physical properties
such as roughness or sediment heat flux (as outlined in pre-
vious sections) and also biogeochemical properties such as
sediment nutrient fluxes and benthic ecological interactions.
Since the GLM layer structure is flexible over time (i.e. layer
heights are not fixed), any interactions between the water
and sediment–benthos must be managed at each time step.
The model supports the disaggregation and/or aggregation of
layer properties for mapping individual water layers to one
or more sediment zones (Fig. 18). The weightings provided
by each layer to the sediment are based on the relative depth
overlap of a layer with the depth range of the sediment zone,
with the heights of zone boundaries denoted hz. This ap-
proach makes the model suitable for long-term assessments
of wetland, lake, and reservoir biogeochemical budgets, as is
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Figure 15. Simulation from Woods Lake, Australia, showing (a) time series of surface wave properties, (b) orbital velocity, Uorb (m s−1),
(c) layer mean velocities, Um (m s−1), and (d) lakebed area percentage within each of the five depicted shear stress categories (based on τi ,
N m−2).

required for C, N, and other attribute balances (Stepanenko
et al., 2016).

Secondly, the water quality modules feed back to GLM
properties related to the water and/or heat balance. Feedback
options are included for external libraries to provide water
density additions and to modify bottom friction, fw, the light
attenuation coefficient, Kw, solar shading, fSW, and rainfall
interception, fR.

5 Workflow tools for integrating GLM with sensor
data and supporting models

The GLM has been designed to support the integration of
large volumes of data coming from instrumented lakes, in-
cluding many GLEON sites. These data consist of high-
frequency and discrete time series observations of hydro-
logic fluxes, meteorology, temperature, and water quality
(e.g. Hamilton et al., 2015). To facilitate research that re-
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glm_model.c

   - init_model( ) : initialize model run; allocate; prime_wq()
   - IF ( non_avg ) : check for boundary condition averaging 

main
   - get command line arguments
   - run_model( ): initiate model run 

 do_model_nonavg( )   do_model( )

T F

   - end_model() : finalize simulation 

glm_flow.c

glm_main.c

glm_surface.c

do_inflows()
   submerged flows
   river flows

insert_inflow()
do_outflows()

do_single_outflow()
 seepage

      entrainment
do_overflow()

do_single_outflow()

do_surface_
        thermodynamics()
   calculate_qsw()

albedo
      solar
   heat fluxes

atmos_stability()
   ice cover

recalc_surface_salt()

glm_mixer.c
do_mixing()
   mixed_layer_
                  deepening()

convective_overturn()
     wind_stirring()

shear_production()
     kevin_helmholtz()

glm_deep.c
do_dissipation()
do_deep_mixing()
   calculate_diffusion()
   check_layer_stability()

glm_stress.c
do_layer_stress()
   get_fetch() 
   shelter_index()
   wave_friction_factor()
   f_L() ; f_T() ; f_Hs()

glm_wqual.c
prime_wq()
   set function pointers
   for wqual library:
       - FABM
       - AED2

aed2_init_glm()
    - read wq module
          configuration
    - define wq modules
    - link & check externals
    - allocate wq data 
    - define zones

aed2_do_glm()
    - do vertical mobility
    - copy_to_zones()
    - do_light()

update extinction 
          coefficients
    - calculate_fluxes()
    - solve wq ODE
    - copy_from_zones()
    - check_valid()

calculate_fluxes()
    - benthic fluxes from 
         each sediment zone
    - surface fluxes
    - pelagic fluxes

glm_init.c
init_glm()
   read config
   create_lake()
   wq_init_glm()
   initialise_lake()
   set_glm_zones()

   - enter sub-daily loop:

read_subdaily_met
      do_surface_thermodynamics
      do_mixing
      check_layer_thickness
      check_layer_stability
      do_dissipation
      do_deep_mixing
      do_layer_stress
      do_water_quality
      write_output

glm_aed2.F90

aed2_write_glm
    - write wq variables

do_subdaily_loop

do_model

run_model

do_model_nonavg

do_model_coupled- enter daily loop:
readdailydata 

do_subdaily_loop

    do_flows

    check_layer_thickness

- enter daily loop:
  (readdailydata + 
        prevdatadata) /2

do_subdaily_loop

    do_flows

    check_layer_thickness

- enter daily loop:

do_subdaily_loop

    do_flows

    check_layer_thickness

Host model
calling 
libglm

Input daily data

Figure 16. Overview of GLM code structure and programme flow. Modules are depicted as a box with the main routines and functions
summarized. Three entry points to the main model routines are possible depending on the desired treatment of the inflow and outflow
boundary condition data: do_model uses the flow boundary condition data over the present and previous day in order to get the midday value,
do_model_nonavg uses that from the present day only, and do_model_coupled passes in the present day flows from the host.
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Table 1. Summary of GLM notation with values for constants, suggested (default) values for parameters, and supporting information and
references, where relevant.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

Indices

NBSN user-provided number of basin elevation points configurable set in &morphometry
NMORPH internally computed number of vertical elevation–

height increments for the hypsographic curve
computed Hb=NBSN �Hmi + 10

NLEV number of layers variable active layers vary over
time

NINF number of inflows configured configurable set in &inflows
NOUTF number of outlets configured configurable set in &outflows
NSW number of shortwave radiation bands configured configurable set in &light
NSZ number of sediment zones configured configurable set in &sediment
b hypsographic data point index index
mi internal hypsographic curve increment index
i index of computational layer index
ij index of the lake layer at an equivalent depth to inflow

parcel j

index

ibot index of lowermost layer impacted by a given
withdrawal–outflow

index

itop index of the uppermost layer impacted by a given
withdrawal–outflow

index

ioutf index of the lake layer aligning with a withdrawal–
outflow extraction point

index

S layer index of the layer at the surface of the lake index
k layer index of the layer at the bottom of the surface

mixed layer (SML; epilimnion)
index

j index of inflow parcel transport step, prior to insertion index
z index of sediment zone index
l index of light bandwidth fraction index
I inflow index index
O outflow index index

Time

t time s –
tb time when a shear event begins s –
�t� time marker, beginning of the day s – used to compute the time

within a day
�t sub-daily time step used by the model s 3600 numerical time incre-

ment the model uses
�td daily time step s 86 400
TZ time zone indicated by number of hours from GMT h configurable set in &time
N�t number of time steps to simulate – configurable set in &time
csecday number of seconds per day s day−1 86 400
d day of the year – variable
δtd timescale of inflow parcel transport s computed
δtwave period of surface waves s computed Eq. (79)
δtiw period for internal waves s computed δtiw = LMETA/2c Spigel and Im-

berger (1980)
δtshear cut-off time for internal-wave-induced velocity shear s computed Eq. (47)
δtdamp timescale of internal wave damping s computed Eq. (50) Spigel and Im-

berger (1980)

Lake setting (volumes, areas, and lengths)

Vmax maximum volume of the lake m3 computed once exceeded, excess
water is passed to over-
flow

Vcrest volume of the lake at the crest height m3 computed volume corresponds to
height, hcrest

Vb lake volume at the hypsographic data point b m3 configurable Eq. (1)
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

Vmi interpolated volume at internal morphometry
table increment mi

m3 computed Eq. (2)

Vi volume of the lake at the top of the ith layer m3 variable Vi =
∑i

j=1�Vj

VS volume of the lake at the top of the surface layer
(i = NLEV)

m3 variable V
[
hi=NLEV

]

V ∗
S interim calculation of the volume of the lake at

the top of the surface layer
m3 variable used to estimate lake vol-

ume prior to overflow
calculation

ṼN2 a fractional volume of the lake that contains
85 % of N2 variance

m3 variable computed as the volume
of the lake above the
height which is 1 stan-
dard deviation (δzσ ) be-
low the height at the cen-
tre of buoyancy

�Vi volume of the ith layer m3 variable V
[
hi

]
− V

[
hi−1

]

�Vepi volume of the epilimnion m3 variable �Vepi = VS − Vk−1
�Vk−1 volume of the layer below the surface mixed

layer–epilimnion
m3 variable V

[
hi=k−1

]

�VG volume of water lost to seepage m3 variable �VG = Qseepage�td
Amax maximum possible area of the lake m2 configurable Amax = Ab=NBSN
Ab lake area above datum at the hypsographic data

point b
m2 configurable set in &morphometry

Ami lake area at internal morphometry table incre-
ment mi

m2 computed

Ai lake area of the ith layer m2 variable
A [H ] lake area at a given height–elevation m2 configurable area–elevation re-

lationship; set in
&morphometry

AS area of the lake surface m2 variable
ABEN lake bottom (benthic) area exceeding the critical

light threshold φBENcrit

m2 variable Eq. (16)

AE effective area of the lake surface exposed to
wind stress

m2 computed Eq. (26)

AWS critical area below which wind sheltering may
occur

m2 107 set in &fetch Xenopoulos
and Schindler
(2001)

Aoutf area of the lake at the height of the relevant out-
flow

m2 computed

Ak−1 lake area at the top of the metalimnion m2 variable
H variable referring to elevation; height above da-

tum
m above datum H = H0 + h

Hmax maximum elevation of the lake above which
water will overflow

m above datum configurable set in &morphometry

Hcrest elevation at the lake crest m above datum configurable
H0 bottom elevation of the lake m above datum configurable
Hb elevation above datum at the hypsographic data

point b
m above datum configurable

Hmi elevation above datum at internal morphometry
table increment mi

m above datum computed

�Hmi elevation increment used for the model’s inter-
nal hypsographic curve interpolation function

m 0.1

h height m above lake bottom
hi height at the top of layer i m above lake bottom variable
hS height of the top surface of the uppermost (sur-

face) layer
m above lake bottom variable Eq. (5)

h∗
S interim surface height computed prior to over-

flow calculation
m above lake bottom computed
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

hB height of the top surface of the bottom-most
layer

m above lake bottom variable

hBEN height at which the φBENcrit is reached m above lake bottom variable
hz height of the uppermost limit of the sediment

zone z

m above lake bottom configurable set in &sediment if
benthic_mode = 2

h̃i height of the middle of the ith layer m above lake bottom variable
h̃SML height of the middle of the epilimnion m above lake bottom variable
houtf height of a configured outflow m above lake bottom configurable set in &outflow
hinf height of a submerged inflow m above lake bottom configurable set in &inflow
hij −1 bottom of the nearest layer that inflow parcel j

sits above
m above lake bottom variable

hiinsI −1 height of the bottom of the layer where an in-
flow parcel associated with the I th inflow in-
serted

m above lake bottom variable

hcrest height of the lake crest where water begins to
overflow

m above lake bottom computed hcrest = Hcrest − H0

z depth from the lake surface or height above the
lake surface

m from water surface

zavg average depth of the lake m variable
zBEN depth to the lake at which critical light threshold

is exceeded
m from water surface variable Eq. (17)

zSML depth to the metalimnion from the surface m from water surface variable equivalent to vertical
thickness of the surface
mixed layer (SML)

z/L Monin–Obukhov stability parameter – computed Eq. (B4)
zo water surface roughness length m computed Eq. (B2)
zθ water surface heat roughness length m computed
zq water surface moisture roughness length m computed
zinfj depth of an inflow parcel during its transit m computed zinfj = zinfj−1 +

�xinfj sin�inf
zinfinsI

depth that an inflow parcel associated with in-
flow I inserts

m from water surface variable depth from the surface at
which an inflow reaches
its level of neutral buoy-
ancy

�zi thickness of the ith layer m variable
�zk−1 thickness of the layer below the epilimnion m variable
�zmin minimum layer thickness m 0.5 should be estimated rela-

tive to lake depth;
set in &glm_setup

Bruce et
al. (2018)
Bueche et
al. (2017)

�zmax maximum layer thickness m 1.5
�zice combined thickness of the white ice and blue

ice
m computed �zwhite + �zblue

�zice,snow thickness of top layer of ice cover, depending
on ice or snow presence

m computed Eq. (32)

�zsnow thickness of snow m variable Eq. (32); Fig. 6
�zwhite thickness of white ice m variable Eq. (32)
�zblue thickness of blue ice m variable Eq. (38)
�zinf0 thickness of an inflow parcel before transport

into the lake
m computed Eq. (62)

�zinfj thickness of inflow parcel j m variable Eq. (64)
δzσ vertical length scale of 1 standard deviation

about the centre of the N2 distribution
m computed

δzinfj vertical transport length of inflow parcel j m variable δzinfj =
(
hs − zinfj

)
−

hij −1
δzwave significant wave height of surface waves m computed Eq. (82)
δzsoil depth of soil layer m 0.5 relevant soil depth for

computing sediment heat
diffusion or water seep-
age
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

Other notation (sorted alphabetically)

a Charnock constant – 0.012 relates roughness length to wind
speed

aW constant relating precipitable water
vapour, W , to Td

– 0.07–0.09 Luo et
al. (2010)

AM air mass factor – computed Eq. (A7)
AMp air mass factor at pressure p – computed Eq. (A7)
AOD500 aerosol optical depth at 500 nm – 0.033–0.10 set in &bird Luo et

al. (2010)
AOD380 aerosol optical depth at 380 nm – 0.038–0.15
bW constant relating precipitable water

vapour, W , to Td

– 1.88–2.12 Luo et
al. (2010)

c internal wave speed m s−1 computed Eq. (48)
ca specific heat capacity of air J kg−1 ◦C−1 1005
ci specific heat capacity of ice J kg−1 ◦C−1 2050
cw specific heat capacity of liquid water J kg−1 ◦C−1 4185.5
cdamp coefficient related to damping rate of in-

ternal waves
– 104.1 Spigel (1978)

cwn coefficient related to wavenumber cal-
culation

– 12.4

C set of scalars being simulated various variable variable number of scalars managed
by GLM, which are subject to mix-
ing and mass conservation

Ci concentration of relevant scalar in the
ith layer

various variable

C mean concentration of two or more lay-
ers

various computed

�C difference in concentration of two lay-
ers

various computed

Cinf concentration of relevant scalar in the
outflowing water

various time series input

Coutf concentration of relevant scalar in the
outflowing water

various variable

CKH mixing efficiency – Kelvin–Helmholtz
billows

– 0.3 set in &mixing Sherman et
al. (1978)

CHYP mixing efficiency – hypolimnetic turbu-
lence

– 0.5 applied differently based on
deep_mixing model (see text),
set in &mixing

Weinstock
(1981);
general diffu-
sivities in
Jellison and
Melack (1993)

CT mixing efficiency – unsteady turbulence
(acceleration)

– 0.51

set in &mixing

Sherman et
al. (1978)

CS mixing efficiency – shear production – 0.3 Spigel et
al. (1986)

CW mixing efficiency – wind stirring – 0.23 Yeates and Im-
berger (2003)

CK mixing efficiency – convective overturn – 0.2 Wu (1973)
CDinf stream-bed drag of an inflowing river – 0.016 set based on inflow bed roughness

in &inflow
CDweir drag associated with weir crest – 0.62 set in &outflow
CD bulk aerodynamic coefficient for mo-

mentum
– 0.0013 see also Appendix B;

Eq. (B1)
Fischer et
al. (1979)

CE bulk aerodynamic coefficient for latent
heat transfer

– 0.0013 from the Hicks (1972) collation of
ocean and lake data; many studies
since use similar values; internally
calculated if atmospheric stability
correction is on

Bruce et
al. (2018)

CH bulk aerodynamic coefficient for sensi-
ble heat transfer

– 0.0013 Bueche et
al. (2017)
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

CXN generic notation for neutral value of bulk-
transfer coefficient

– selected X = H or E

CDN−10 value of bulk-transfer coefficient for momen-
tum under neutral atmospheric conditions, ref-
erenced to 10 m of height

– computed see also Appendix B

CHEN value of bulk-transfer coefficient for heat–
moisture under neutral atmospheric conditions,
referenced to 10 m of height

– 0.0013

Cx cloud cover fraction – time series input
dTz

day of the year when the soil temperature peaks
for the zth zone

– 1–365

DZ effective vertical diffusivity of scalars in water m2 s−1 computed
Dε diffusivity of scalars in water due to turbulent

mixing
m2 s−1 computed

Dm molecular diffusivity for scalars in water m2 s−1 1.25 × 10−9

Da molecular heat diffusivity of air m2 s−1 2.14 × 10−5 reported as
0.077 m2 h−1

TVA (1972)

Doutf average vertical diffusivity of scalars in layers
spanning the withdrawal thickness

m2 s−1 computed values from Eq. (57)
averaged over the rele-
vant layers

Imberger and
Patterson
(1981)

es saturation vapour pressure hPa computed Eq. (24) Tabata (1973)
ea atmospheric vapour pressure hPa computed Eq. (25)
e∗ humidity scale hPa computed
ETKE turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass available

for mixing, integrated over layer depth
m3 s−2 computed Eq. (41) Imberger and

Patterson
(1981)

EPE potential energy within the stratified water col-
umn integrated over layer depth

m3 s−2 computed Eq. (42) Hamilton and
Schladow
(1997)

E evaporation mass flux m s−1 variable E = φE/λvρs
Einf inflow entrainment – computed Eq. (60)
EQT equation of time – computed Eq. (A4)
F fetch m computed approximated from the

square root of the lake
area, Eq. (78)

Fr internal Froude number of the lake subject to a
water withdrawal

– computed Eq. (68)

fR,fS rainfall, snowfall scaling factor – 1
used to adjust and/or
calibrate model to me-
teorological data

fSW solar radiation scaling factor – 1
fU wind speed scaling factor – 1
fAT air temperature scaling factor – 1
fRH relative humidity scaling factor – 1
finf inflow rate scaling factor – 1 used to adjust flow

boundary condition
data

foutf outflow rate scaling factor – 1
fSWE snow-water-equivalent fraction m rain / m snow 0.1
fsnow snow compaction constant – computed Fig. (6)
fWS wind-sheltering scaling factor – 1 function used to scale

the wind-sheltering
length scale or lake
surface area based on
the direction of the
wind

fro run-off coefficient m run-off / m rain 0.2 depends on land slope
and soil type

fPAR fraction of global incoming radiation flux which
is photosynthetically active

– 0.45 Jellison and
Melack (1993)

fVIS visible bandwidth fraction – 0.3 Rogers et
al. (1995)

fBENcrit fraction of surface irradiance at the benthos,
which is considered critical for productivity

– 0.2 set in &light
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

fw friction factor used for current stress calculation – computed Eq. (87) Kleinhans and
Grasmeijer
(2006)

fc friction factor used for wave stress calculation – computed
f0 roughness correction coefficient for the lake

surface
– 0.5 TVA (1972)

fdif smoothing factor used for diffusion – computed Eq. (59)
fα snow albedo scaling factor – 1.0 set in &snow ice
g acceleration due to gravity m s−2 9.81
gk′ reduced gravity between the mixed layer and

the k − 1 layer
m s−2 computed

gEH′ reduced gravity between the epilimnion and the
hypolimnion

m s−2 computed

g′
inf reduced gravity between the inflowing water

and adjacent lake water
m s−2 computed

G seepage rate m day−1 0
Gr Grashof number related to an outflow extraction – computed Eq. (69) Imberger and

Patterson (1981)
kTKE turbulence wavenumber m−1 computed Eq. (56)
Kw light extinction coefficient m−1 0.5 set in &light or up-

dated via the linked wa-
ter quality model;
can be estimated from
Secchi depth data

Kwl light extinction coefficient of the lth bandwidth
fraction

m−1 configurable set in &light and
used if light_model = 2

Cengel and
Ozisk (1984)

Kw1 waveband 1, white ice light extinction m−1 48.0
Rogers et
al. (1995),
Patterson and
Hamblin (1988)
Ashton (1986)
Yao et
al. (2014)

Kw2 waveband 2, white ice light extinction m−1 20.0
Kb1 waveband 1, blue ice light extinction m−1 1.5
Kb2 waveband 2, blue ice light extinction m−1 20.0
Ks1 waveband 1, snow light extinction m−1 6
Ks2 waveband 2, snow light extinction m−1 20
Ksnow molecular heat conductivity of snow J m−1 s−1 ◦C−1 computed dependent on snow

density according to
Eq. (35)

Kwhite molecular heat conductivity of white ice J m−1 s−1 ◦C−1 2.3
Kblue molecular heat conductivity of blue ice J m−1 s−1 ◦C−1 2.0
Kwater molecular heat conductivity of water J m−1 s−1 ◦C−1 0.57
Kair molecular heat conductivity of air J m−1 s−1 ◦C−1 2.8 × 10−3 reported as

0.1 kJ m−1 h−1 K−1
TVA (1972)

Ksoil heat conductivity of soil–sediment J m−1 s−1 ◦C−1 1.2 varies from 0.25 for or-
ganic soil to 2.9 for in-
organic particles

Kseep hydraulic conductivity of soil below the lake m day−1 configurable set in &outflows
Lat latitude degrees, + for N configurable set in &morphometry
Long longitude degrees + for E configurable
LD equivalent circular diameter of the lake m computed
LMETA length of the lake at the depth of the thermocline

region (metalimnion)
m computed

Loutf length of the lake at the height of the relevant
outflow

m computed

Lcrest length of the lake at the uppermost height of the
domain

m configurable

m constant used to compute the rate at which work
from the wind is converted

– 4.6 × 10−7

N2 the buoyancy frequency, a measure of water col-
umn stratification

s−2 computed Eq. (53)
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

N2
outf the buoyancy frequency, a measure of water col-

umn stratification, about the layers impacted by
the water outflow

s−2 computed Eq. (74)

Oz ozone concentration atm–cm 0.279–0.324 set in &bird Luo et
al. (2010)

p air pressure hPa 1013 assumed constant or set in
&bird

Qinfx rate of a single water inflow provided by the
user as input to the model

m3 ss−1 time series input based on the non_avg flag
in &glm_setup; the supplied
value at the current time step or
the average of the current and
past time step is used,
depending on whether the daily
data are referenced from mid-
day or midnight

Qoutfx rate of a single water outflow provided by the
user as input to the model

m3 s−1 time series input

Qinf0 rate of a single water inflow prior to the inflow
entering the lake

m3 s−1 computed Qinf0 = finf Qinfx

Qinfj flow rate of inflow water parcel during transit at
the j th increment

m3 s−1 variable Eq. (67) used to increment be-
tween j steps

�Qinfj rate of entrained water for an inflow at the j th
increment

m3 s−1 computed

QinfinsI
flow rate of inflowing water at the point of in-
sertion for inflow I

m3 s−1 variable Fig. 11

Qoutf rate of a single water outflow exiting the lake m3 s−1 computed Qoutf = foutf Qoutfx
Qoutfi flow rate of water being extracted from the ith

layer
m3 s−1 computed Qoutf =

∑NLEV
i

Qoutfi

Qovfl rate of overflowing water leaving the lake m3 s−1 computed Eq. (77)
Qweir flow rate of water discharging over the crest, be-

fore flooding
m3 s−1 computed Eq. (76)

Qseepage flow rate of water discharging from the lake bot-
tom via seepage

m3 s−1 computed Eq. (75)

QR boundary run-off into the lake surface layer m3 s−1 computed Eq. (8)
r water vapour mixing ratio – computed ratio of water mass to total air

mass
R dimensionless parameter describing a water

withdrawal flow regime
– computed Eq. (70)

Rx rainfall rate supplied in the input file m day−1 time series input user-supplied rainfall rate
RL rainfall intensity threshold before run-in occurs m day−1 0.04 depends on land slope and soil

type
Rsnow critical rainfall rate incident on snow that con-

trols densification
m day−1 configurable set in &snow ice

RF rainfall rate entering the water column m s−1 computed Eq. (6)
∗RF rainfall rate incident on the ice–snow layer m s−1 computed ∗RF = fRRx/csecday
Riinf Richardson number of the inflow water – computed Eq. (61)
RiB bulk Richardson number of the atmosphere over

the lake
– computed Eq. (A34)

RHx relative humidity % time series input user-supplied humidity
Sx snowfall rate supplied in the input file m day−1 time series input user-supplied snowfall rate
SF snowfall rate entering the water column m s−1 computed Eq. (7)
∗SF snowfall rate incident on the ice–snow layer m s−1 computed ∗SF = fSSx/csecday
Si salinity of the ith layer ‰ variable
Sinfx salinity of water entering in an inflow g m−3 time series input
Soutf salinity of outflowing water g m−3 variable
SZA solar zenith angle degrees variable SZA = �zen180/π

Ts temperature of the surface layer ◦C variable Eq. (9)
Tx air temperature supplied by the user ◦C time series input user-supplied air temperature
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

Ta air temperature ◦C computed Ta = fATTx

Td dew point temperature ◦C computed
Ti temperature of the ith layer ◦C variable
Tm meltwater temperature ◦C 0
T0 temperature at the solid (ice–snow) surface ◦C variable
Tinfx temperature of water entering in an inflow ◦C time series input
Toutf temperature of outflowing water ◦C variable
Tzi temperature of the sediment zone z, which un-

derlies layer i

◦C computed Eq. (40)

Tzmean annual mean temperature of the zth sediment
zone

◦C configurable set in &sediment; corre-
sponds to the sediment tem-
perature at a depth of δzsoil

δTz seasonal amplitude of the soil temperature vari-
ation

◦C configurable set in &sediment

Taa aerosol absorptance of incoming light in the at-
mosphere

– computed Eq. (A17)

Taerosol light scattering due to aerosols in the atmo-
sphere

– computed Eq. (A16)

Tmix light absorptance due to mixed gases in the at-
mosphere

– computed Eq. (A11)

Tozone ozone absorptance of incident light in the atmo-
sphere

– computed Eq. (A10)

Trayleigh Rayleigh scattering of incident light in the at-
mosphere

– computed Eq. (A9)

Twatvap absorptance of incident light in the atmosphere
due to water vapour

– computed Eq. (A14)

U10 wind speed above the lake referenced to 10 m of
height

m s−1 computed wind speed corrected to ref-
erence height

Ux wind speed above the lake surface provided by
the user

m s−1 time series input user-supplied snowfall rate

Uorbi
orbital wave velocity experienced at the bottom
of the ith layer

m s−1 variable Eq. (84)

Umi mean layer velocity of the ith layer m s−1 variable Eq. (86)
uinfj average velocity of an inflow parcel being

tracked, prior to insertion
m s−1 variable Eq. (66)

u∗ friction velocity m s−1 computed Eq. (44)
ub velocity shear at the base of the thermocline m s−1 variable Eq. (46)
ubold velocity shear at the thermocline at the previous

time step
m s−1 variable reset between shear events

w3
∗ turbulent velocity scale within the surfaced

mixed layer due to convective cooling
m3 s−3 computed Eq. (43) Imberger and

Patterson
(1981)

W total precipitable water vapour atm–cm 1.1–2.2 Eq. (A13) Luo et
al. (2010)

Wm atmospheric water mass factor computed for
calculating water scattering

– computed Eq. (A12)

Wcrest width of the lake at the uppermost point m configurable set in &morphometry
Woutf width of the lake at the height of an outflow m computed Eq. (72)
xWS default sheltering distance defined as the dis-

tance from the shoreline at which wind stress
is no longer affected by sheltering

m configurable set in &fetch; approxi-
mated as 50× the verti-
cal height of the sheltering
obstacle–landform

Markfort et
al. (2010)

x�
WS sheltering distance adjusted for changes in wind

direction
m computed x�

WS =
xWS

(
1 − min(fWS

[
�wind

]
,1)

)

δxwave wavelength of surface waves m computed Eq. (81)
�xinfj lateral distance travelled by an inflow parcel per

j increment, prior to insertion
m computed Eq. (65)
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

αinf angle describing the width of an inflow river
channel

degrees configurable user-supplied in &inflow
based on width and depth of
the relevant river

αh coefficient for sensible heat flux into still air J m−2 s−1 ◦C−1 computed Eq. (29b) TVA (1972)
αe coefficient for evaporative flux into still air m s−1 computed Eq. (29a) TVA (1972)
αLW longwave albedo – 0.03
αSW albedo of shortwave radiation at the water sur-

face
– computed Eq. (13) for water; uses

empirical algorithm for ice
cover

αSWmean annual mean albedo of shortwave radiation 0.08 active if albedo_mode=1 in
&light

αSWG
function to compute albedo of shortwave radi-
ation as a function of latitude and day number

computed function αSWG
[d,Lat] is

called if albedo_mode=4 in
&light

Table 5 in
Cogley (1979)

αSKY scattered radiation within the sky – computed Eq. (A22) Bird (1984)
αsed reflected fraction of radiation reaching the

sediment
– configurable set in &sediment and can

vary with depth if sediment
zones are configured

αb interpolation coefficient for volume – computed Eq. (3)
βb interpolation coefficient for area – computed Eq. (3)
δwi length scale associated with conduction of

heat at the ice–water interface
m 0.1 Rogers et

al. (1995)
δKH length scale associated with formation of

Kelvin–Helmholtz billows at the interface of
two-layer stratification

m computed δKH = CKHu2
b/gEH′ Imberger and

Patterson
(1981)

δepi length scale associated with the epilimnion m computed Eq. (49)
δhyp length scale associated with the hypolimnion m computed Eq. (49)
δoutf length scale associated with the vertical thick-

ness of the zone of influence of a withdrawal
m computed Eq. (73) Imberger and

Patterson
(1981)

δoutftop thickness of withdrawal layer above the with-
drawal height

m computed

δoutfbot thickness of withdrawal layer below the with-
drawal height

m computed

δαSW seasonal amplitude of albedo change – 0.01–0.08 active if albedo_mode=1 in
&light

Cogley (1979)

δss particle diameter of bottom sediment m 80 × 10−6

εTKE TKE dissipation flux per unit mass m2 s−3 – Eq. (54)
εTKE steady-state–equilibrium TKE dissipation flux

per unit mass
m2 s−3 computed Eq. (55)

εWIND TKE dissipation flux created by power intro-
duced by the wind

m2 s−3 computed Eq. (55)

εINFLOW TKE dissipation flux caused by inflow plung-
ing creating seiching

m2 s−3 computed Eq. (55)

εw emissivity of the water surface – 0.985
εa emissivity of the atmosphere under cloud-free

conditions
– computed ε∗

a [Ta,ea,Cx = 0]

ε∗
a emissivity of the atmosphere including cloud

effects
– computed Eq. (21); options are chosen

via the cloud_mode vari-
able in &meteorology

Henderson-
Sellers (1986)

ε factor for incident radiation from atmospheric
calculation

– computed Eq. (A18) Bird (1984)

φSWx
shortwave radiation flux provided in the input
file

W m−2 time series input user-supplied solar radia-
tion data

φSW0 shortwave radiation flux crossing the water
surface

W m−2 computed Eq. (10)

φSWS shortwave radiation flux heating the surface
mixed layer

W m−2 computed

φSWil
radiation flux at the top of the ith layer for the
lth bandwidth class

W m−2 computed bandwidth-specific light at-
tenuation is computed if
light_model=2 in &light
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

φ̂SW total incident shortwave radiation flux computed
from the BCSM assuming clear-sky conditions

W m−2 computed Eq. (11) and Appendix A Bird (1984)

φ̂DB direct beam radiation on a horizontal surface at
ground level on a clear day

W m−2 computed Eq. (A19)

φ̂AS radiation from atmospheric scattering hitting
ground level on a clear day

W m−2 computed Eq. (A20)

φ̂ETR extraterrestrial radiation hitting the top of the atmo-
sphere

W m−2 computed Eq. (A1)

φPAR downwelling photosynthetically active radiation in-
tensity within the water column

W m−2 computed Eq. (14) Kirk (1994)

φPARBEN light incident on the bottom of a layer correspond-
ing to the benthic area

W m−2 variable

φLWin longwave radiation incident heat flux at the water
surface

W m−2 variable Eq. (20)

φLWout longwave radiation outgoing heat flux from the wa-
ter surface

W m−2 variable Eq. (19)

φLWnet net longwave radiation flux across the lake surface W m−2 computed Eq. (18)
φH sensible heat flux across the water surface W m−2 computed Eq. (22)
φE latent heat flux W m−2 computed Eq. (23)
φE0 latent heat flux under zero-wind conditions W m−2 computed Eq. (28a)
φH0 sensible heat flux under zero-wind conditions W m−2 computed Eq. (28b)
φX generic identifier for either of φE or φH W m−2 computed
φX0 generic identifier for either of φE0 or φH0 W m−2 computed
φ∗

X
maximum value of either φX0 or φX W m−2 selected Eq. (27)

φ0 upward conductive heat flux through the ice and
snow cover to the atmosphere

W m−2 computed Eq. (34)

φnet net incoming heat flux at the ice–atmosphere inter-
face

W m−2 computed Eq. (33) Rogers et
al. (1995)

φR heat flux due to rainfall W m−2 computed Rogers et
al. (1995)

φf heat flux in the blue ice near the ice–water interface W m−2 computed Eq. (36)
φw heat flux from the water to the blue ice W m−2 computed Eq. (37)
φsi heat flux per unit volume due to formation of white

ice by flooding
W m−3 computed Rogers et

al. (1995)
�zen solar zenith angle radians variable Eq. (A6)
�day day angle radians computed Eq. (A2)
�dec solar declination angle radians computed Eq. (A3)
�hr hour angle radians computed Eq. (A5)
�wind wind direction degrees time series input optionally provided as a

boundary condition based
on fetch_mode, set in
&fetch

�inf angle of the lakebed slope in the region where the
inflow enters the lake

degrees configurable user-provided in &inflow

κ von Karman’s constant – 0.41
λv latent heat of evaporation J kg−1 2.453 × 106

λf latent heat of fusion J kg−1 3.340 × 105

λsnow coefficient controlling the rate of densification of
snow following rainfall

– computed λsnow =
∗RFcsecday/Rsnow

adapted from
Rogers et
al. (1995)

� dimensionless variable associated with light pene-
tration through ice required

– computed for heat conduction calcula-
tion

θV virtual temperature of the atmospheric boundary
layer above the lake

K computed

θa temperature of the atmospheric boundary layer
above the lake

K computed θa = fATTx + 273.15

θs temperature of the atmosphere at the lake surface K variable θs = Ts + 273.15
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Table 1. Continued.

Symbol Description Units Value* Comments Reference

θ∗ temperature scale K computed
ρa air density kg m−3 computed computed as a function of

air temperature, humidity,
and pressure in atm_density

TVA (1972)

ρo density of saturated air at the water surface temper-
ature

kg m−3 computed

ρi density of the ith layer kg m−3 variable compute for each layer
based on temperature and
salinity using TEOS-10
or UNESCO (1981);
set density_model in
&glm_setup

TEOS-10: http:
//teos-10.org
(last ac-
cess: 14 Jan-
uary 2019)
UNESCO
(1981)

ρs density of the surface water layer (i = NLEV) kg m−3 variable
ρw reference water density kg m−3 1000
ρSML mean density of the mixed layer kg m−3 variable
ρref average of layer densities over which reduced grav-

ity is being computed
kg m−3 computed

ρice,snow density of the snow or ice kg m−3 selected
ρwhite density of white ice kg m−3 890
ρblue density of blue ice kg m−3 917
ρsnow density of snow kg m−3 variable
ρs,min assigned minimum snow density kg m−3 50 set in &snow ice
ρs,max assigned maximum snow density kg m−3 300 set in &snow ice
ρsnow∗ intermediate snow density estimate kg m−3 computed see Fig. 6
ρoutf density of the lake layer corresponding to the height

of withdrawal, ioutf

kg m−3 computed

ρij density of the lake layer, i, which is at an equivalent
depth to inflow parcel j

kg m−3 computed

ρinf density of inflowing water as it enters the lake kg m−3 computed
ρinfj density of inflowing water parcel at the j th incre-

ment during its transit
kg m−3 computed

ρinfinsI
density of the inflow parcel associated with inflow
I when it inserted

kg m−3 computed

ρiinsI
density of the lake layer, i, for which the inflow I

inserted
kg m−3 computed

σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant W m−2 K−4 5.67 × 10−8

τi total shear stress experienced at the lakebed portion
of layer i

N m−2 computed Eq. (85)

ϑs dimensionless moisture content of air at the water
surface

– computed ϑs = κ es/p TVA (1972)

ϑa dimensionless moisture content of the air above the
lake

– computed ϑa = κ ea/p

νa kinematic viscosity of air m2 s−1 1.52 × 10−5 reported as
0.0548 m2 h−1

νw kinematic viscosity of water m2 s−1 1.14 × 10−6

ω ratio of molecular weight of water to molecular
weight of air

– 0.622

ψM similarity function for momentum in the air above
the lake

– computed Eq. A30

ψE similarity function for moisture in the air above the
lake

– computed

ψH similarity function for heat in the air above the lake – computed
ξ dimensionless parameter used for wave period cal-

culation
– computed Eq. (80)

ζ dimensionless parameter used for wave height cal-
culation

– computed Eq. (83)

ς percentage of atmospheric diffuse radiation % 6 Yajima and Ya-
mamoto (2015)

* Either a numeric value for fixed constants or descriptors of the source of the value are provided. Descriptors include index, computed, configurable (default),
variable, selected, or time series input, with supporting information in the comment column.
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Figure 17. Flow diagram showing the input information required for operation of the model, the outputs, and analysis pathways.

quires running the model using these data sources, we have
created GLM interfaces in the R and MATLAB analysis en-
vironments. These tools support user-friendly access to the
model and include routines that streamline the process of cal-
ibrating models or running various scenarios. In addition, for
assessment of lake dynamics in response to catchment or cli-
matic forcing, it is desirable to be able to connect GLM with
other model platforms associated with surface and ground-
water simulation and weather prediction (Read et al., 2016).

5.1 R and MATLAB libraries for model set-up and
post-processing

The R and MATLAB scientific languages are commonly
used in aquatic research, often as part of automated mod-
elling and analysis workflows. GLM has a client library for
both, and these tools are shared freely online. The R pack-
age is called “glmtools” and the MATLAB library is called
“GLMm”(available via the GLM website). Both tools have
utilities for model output pre- and post-processing. The pre-
processing components can be used to format and modify
data inputs and configuration files and define options for how
GLM executes. Post-processing tools include visualizations

of simulation results (as shown in the figures above), compar-
isons to field observations, and various evaluations of model
performance.

5.2 Utilities for assessing model performance,
parameter identification, and uncertainty analysis

In order to compare the performance of the model for various
types of lakes, numerous metrics of model performance are
relevant. These include simple measures like surface or bot-
tom temperature and ice thickness. It is also possible to as-
sess the model’s performance in capturing higher-order met-
rics relevant to lake dynamics, including Schmidt stability,
thermocline depth, and ice on–off dates (see also Bruce et
al., 2018, for a detailed assessment of the model’s accuracy
across a wide diversity of lakes across the globe). With par-
ticular interest in the model’s ability to interface with high-
frequency sensor data for the calculation of key lake stabil-
ity metrics (Read et al., 2011), continuous wavelet transform
comparisons are also possible (Kara et al., 2012), allowing
for the assessment of the timescales over which the model is
able to capture the observed variability within the data.
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Figure 18. Schematic of a lake model layer structure (indicated by layers i = 1 : 7), in conjunction with five sediment “zones” (Z1–Z5)
activated when benthic_mode=2. The dynamically varying layer structure is remapped to the fixed sediment zone locations at each time step
in order for the sediment zone to receive the average overlying water properties and for the water to receive the appropriate information from
benthic–sediment variables.

As part of the modelling process, it is common to ad-
just parameters to get the best fit with available field data
and, as such, the use of a Bayesian hierarchical framework
in the aquatic ecosystem modelling community has become
increasingly useful (e.g. Zhang and Arhonditsis, 2009; Ro-
marheim et al., 2015). Many parameters described through-
out Sect. 2 are physically based descriptions in which there
is relatively little variation (Bruce et al., 2018), thereby re-
ducing the number of parameters that remain uncertain. For
others, however, their variation reflects the imperfect formu-
lation of some processes that are not completely described
numerically. Therefore, within MATLAB, support scripts for
GLM to work with the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
code outlined in Haario et al. (2006) can be used to pro-
vide improved parameter estimates and uncertainty assess-
ment (Fig. 19; see also Huang et al., 2017). Example set-
ups for use of GLM within the PEST (Parameter Estimation
Tool) have also been developed, giving users access to a wide
range of assessment methodologies. The PEST framework
allows for the calibration of complex models using highly pa-
rameterized regularization with pilot points (Doherty, 2015).
Sensitivity matrices derived from the calibration process can
also be utilized in linear and non-linear uncertainty analysis.

5.3 Operation in the cloud: GRAPLEr

Questions relevant to land use and climate changes are driv-
ing scientists to develop numerous scenarios for how lake
ecosystems might respond to changing exogenous drivers.

An important approach to addressing these questions is to
simulate lake or reservoir physical–biological interactions in
response to changing hydrology, nutrient loads, or meteorol-
ogy and then infer consequences from the emergent proper-
ties of the simulation, such as changes in water clarity, extent
of anoxia, mixing regime, or habitability to fishes (Hipsey
et al., 2015). Often, it takes years or even decades for lakes
to respond fully to changes in exogenous drivers, requiring
simulations to recreate lake behaviour over extended peri-
ods. While most desktop computers can run a decade-long,
low-resolution simulation in less than 1 min, high-resolution
simulations of the same extent may require minutes to hours
of processor time. When questions demand hundreds, thou-
sands, or even millions of simulations, the desktop approach
is no longer suitable.

Through access to distributed computing resources, mod-
ellers can run thousands of GLM simulations in the time it
takes to run a few simulations on a desktop computer. Collab-
orations between computer scientists in the Pacific Rim Ap-
plications and Grid Middleware Assembly (PRAGMA) and
GLEON have led to the development of GRAPLEr (GLEON
Research and PRAGMA Lake Expedition in R), a software
written in R that enables modellers to distribute batches of
GLM simulations to pools of computers (Subratie et al.,
2017). Modellers use GRAPLEr in two ways: by submit-
ting a single simulation to the GRAPLEr Web service, along
with instructions for running that simulation under differ-
ent climate scenarios, or by configuring many simulations
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Figure 19. Depiction of parameter uncertainty for a GLM simu-
lation of Lake Kinneret, Israel, following calibration against ob-
servations (green circles) via MCMC for (a) epilimnion temper-
ature, (b) hypolimnion temperature, (c) thermocline depth, and
(d) Schmidt number. The black line indicates the 50th percentile
likelihood of the prediction, and the grey bands depict the 40th,
60th, and 80th percentile.

on the user’s desktop computer and then submitting them
as a batch to the Web service. The first approach provides
a high degree of automation that is well suited to training
and instruction, and the second approach has the full flexi-
bility often needed for research projects. In all approaches,
GRAPLEr converts the submitted job to a script that is used
by the scheduling programme HTCondor (Thain et al., 2005)
to distribute and manage jobs among the computer pool and
ensure that all simulations run and return results. An iPOP
overlay network (Ganguly et al., 2006) allows the compute
services to include resources from multiple institutions and
cloud-computing services.

GRAPLEr’s Web service front end shields the modeller
from the compute environment, greatly reducing the need for
modellers to understand distributed computing; they there-
fore only need to install the R package, know the URL of
the GRAPLEr Web service, and decide how the simulations
should be set up.

5.4 Integration with catchment and climate models

GLM simulations may be coupled with catchment models,
such as the Soil Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) or simi-
lar catchment models, simply by converting the catchment
model output into the inflow file format via conversion scripts
(e.g. Bucak et al., 2018). Similarly, scripts exist for coupling
GLM with the Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) model
or similar climate models for the specification of the meteo-
rological input file from weather prediction simulations (e.g.
Hansen et al., 2017).

The above coupling approaches require the models to
be run in sequence. For the simulation of lake–wetland–
groundwater systems, however, two-way coupling is re-
quired to account for the flow of water into and out of the
lake throughout the simulation. For these applications, the
interaction has been simulated using GLM coupled with
the 3-D groundwater flow model FEFLOW (https://www.
mikepoweredbydhi.com/products/feflow, last access: 16 De-
cember 2018). For this case, the GLM code is compiled as
a dynamic link library (DLL), termed libGLM, and loaded
into FEFLOW as a plug-in module. The coupling between
GLM and FEFLOW is implemented using a one-step lag be-
tween the respective solutions of the groundwater and lake
models. This approach in most simulations does not intro-
duce significant error; however, error can be assessed and
reduced using smaller time step lengths. The GLM mod-
ule was designed to accommodate situations of variable lake
geometry by using a dry-lake–wet-lake approach, whereby
dry-lake areas are defined as those above the current lake
level and wet-lake areas as below the current lake level. Dif-
ferent boundary types in FEFLOW are assigned to dry-lake
and wet-lake areas (Fig. 20). The calibration of such cou-
pled models is often complex given the large number of pa-
rameters and sensitivities when different sources of informa-
tion are utilized (for example, flow and water level measure-
ments). The FEFLOW–GLM coupling structure allows for
a relatively straightforward integration with PEST based on
existing FEFLOW workflows.

6 GLM as a tool for teaching environmental science
and ecology

Environmental modelling is integral for understanding com-
plex ecosystem responses to anthropogenic and natural
drivers and also provides a valuable tool for engaging stu-
dents learning environmental science (Carey and Gougis,
2017). Previous pedagogical studies have demonstrated that
engaging students in modelling provides cognitive benefits,
enabling them to build new scientific knowledge and con-
ceptual understanding (Stewart et al., 2005; Schwarz et al.,
2009). For example, modelling forces students to analyse
patterns in data, create evidence-based hypotheses for those
patterns, make their hypotheses explicit, and develop predic-
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Figure 20. Example of water level changes during a seasonal cycle from Lake Muir, Australia. GLM water level is periodically communicated
to the 3-D FEFLOW groundwater model via a plug-in calling libGLM and used as a constant head boundary condition for all wet cells within
the FEFLOW mesh.

tions of future conditions (Stewart et al., 2005). As a re-
sult, the U.S. National Research Council has recently in-
tegrated modelling into the Next Generation Science Stan-
dards, which provide recommendations for primary and sec-
ondary school science pedagogy in the United States (NRC,
2013). However, it remains rare for undergraduate and gradu-
ate science courses to include the computer-based modelling
that environmental scientists need to manage natural ecosys-
tems.

A teaching module for the use of GLM within undergrad-
uate and graduate classrooms has been developed to explore
lake responses to climate change (Carey and Gougis, 2017).
The GLM module, called the “Climate Change Effects on
Lake Temperatures”, teaches students how to set up a simu-
lation for a model lake within R. After they are able to suc-
cessfully run their lake simulations, they force the simulation
with climate scenarios of their own design to examine how
lakes may change in the future. To improve computational
efficiency, students also learn how to submit, retrieve, and
analyse hundreds of model simulations through distributed
computing overlay networks embedded via the GRAPLEr in-
terface (Sect. 5.3). Hence, students participating in the mod-
ule learn computing and quantitative skills in addition to im-
proving their understanding of how climate change affects
lake ecosystems.

Initial experiences teaching GLM as well as pre- and
post-assessments indicate that participation in the module
improves students’ understanding of lake responses to cli-
mate change (Carey and Gougis, 2017). By modifying GLM
boundary condition data and exploring model output, stu-
dents are able to better understand the processes that control

lake responses to altered climate and improve their predic-
tions of future lake change. Moreover, the module exposes
students to computing and modelling tools not commonly
experienced in most university classrooms, building compe-
tence with manipulating data files, scripting, creating figures
and other visualizations, and statistical and time series anal-
ysis; these are all skills that are transferrable to many other
applications.

7 Conclusions

As part of GLEON activities, the emergence of complex
questions about how different lake types across the world are
responding to climate change and land use change has cre-
ated the need for a robust, accessible community code suit-
able for a diverse range of lake types and simulation con-
texts. Here, GLM is presented as a tool that meets many of
the needs of network participants with suitability for a wide
array of lake types and sizes, whilst also meeting the need
for a distributed simulation across tens to thousands of lakes
as is required for regional- and global-scale assessments (e.g.
Kirillin et al., 2011). Recent examples have included an ap-
plication of the model for assessing how the diversity of
> 2000 lakes in a lake-rich landscape in Wisconsin respond
to climate, including projected warming (Read et al., 2014;
Winslow et al., 2017). Given its computationally efficient na-
ture, it is envisioned that GLM can be made available as a li-
brary for use within in land surface models (e.g. the Commu-
nity Land Model, CLM), allowing for an improved represen-
tation of lake dynamics in regional hydrological or climate
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assessments. With further advances in the degree of resolu-
tion and scope of Earth system models, we further envisage
GLM as an option suitable to be embedded within these mod-
els to better allow for the simulation of lake stratification,
air–water interaction of momentum and heat, and also bio-
geochemically relevant variables associated with contempo-
rary questions about greenhouse gas emissions such as CO2,
CH4, and N2O.

Since the model is one-dimensional, it assumes no hori-
zontal variability in the simulated water layers and users must
therefore ensure that their application of the model is suited
to this simplifying assumption. For stratified systems, the pa-
rameterization of mixing due to internal wave and inflow in-
trusion dynamics is relatively simple, making the model ide-
ally suited to longer-term investigations ranging from weeks
to decades (depending on the domain size) and for coupling
with biogeochemical models to explore the role that strati-
fication and vertical mixing play in lake ecosystem dynam-
ics. However, the model can also be used for shallow lakes,
ponds, and wetland environments in which the water column
is relatively well mixed. In cases in which the assumption of
one-dimensionality is not met for a particular lake applica-
tion, a two- or three-dimensional model may be preferred.

This paper has focused on a description of the hydrody-
namic model, but we highlight the fact that the model is
a platform for coupling with advanced biogeochemical and
ecological simulation libraries for water quality prediction
and integrated ecosystem assessments. As with most coupled
hydrodynamic–ecological modelling platforms, GLM han-
dles the boundary conditions and transport of variables sim-
ulated within these libraries, including the effects of inflows,
vertical mixing, and evapo-concentration. Whilst the inter-
face to these libraries is straightforward, the Lagrangian ap-
proach adopted within GLM for simulation of the water col-
umn necessitates the adoption of sediment zones on a static
grid that is independent from the water column numerical
grid.

More advanced workflows for operation of the model
within distributed computing environments and with data as-
similation algorithms is an important application when used
within GLEON capabilities related to high-frequency data
and their interpretation. The 1-D nature of the model makes
the runtimes modest and therefore the model suitable for ap-
plication within more intensive parameter identification and
uncertainty assessment procedures. This is particularly rel-
evant to the needs of network participants to expand model
configurations to further include biogeochemical and ecolog-
ical state variables. It is envisioned that continued applica-
tion of the model will allow us to improve parameter esti-
mates and ranges, and this will ultimately support other users
of the model in identifying parameter values and assigning
parameter prior distributions. Since many of the users the
model is intended for may not have access to the necessary
cyber-infrastructure, the use of GLM with the open-source
GRAPLEr software in the R environment provides access to

otherwise unavailable distributed computing resources. This
has the potential to allow non-expert modellers within the
science community to apply good modelling practices by au-
tomating boundary condition and parameter sensitivity as-
sessments, with technical aspects of simulation management
abstracted from the user.

Finally, the role of models in informing and educating
members of the network and the next generation of hydro-
logic and ecosystem modellers has been identified as a crit-
ical element of synthesis activities and supporting cross-
disciplinary collaboration (Weathers et al., 2016). Initial use
of GLM within the classroom has shown that teaching mod-
ules integrating GLM into classes improves students’ under-
standing of lake ecosystems.

Code availability. The GLM code is provided as open source un-
der the GNU GPLv3 licence and version controlled via the GitHub
repository: https://github.com/AquaticEcoDynamics/ (last access:
14 January 2019) GLM (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2538486;
Hipsey et al., 2019a).

Data availability. The five example lakes used to demon-
strate the model operation are described along with model
input files (and the associated hydrologic and meteorologi-
cal forcing data) within the GitHub repository: https://github.
com/AquaticEcoDynamics/GLM_Examples (last access: 14 Jan-
uary 2019) (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2538489; Hipsey et al.,
2019b).
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Appendix A: Bird solar radiation model

The Bird Clear Sky Model (BCSM) was developed by
Bird (1984) to predict clear-sky direct beam, hemispherical
diffuse, and total hemispherical broadband solar radiation on
a horizontal surface. Average solar radiation is computed at
the model time step (e.g. hourly) based on 10 user-specified
input parameters (Table 1).

The solar constant in the model is taken as 1367 W m−2,
which is corrected due to the elliptical nature of the Earth’s
orbit and consequent change in distance to the sun. This cal-
culation gives us the extraterrestrial radiation (φ̂ETR) at the
top of the atmosphere:

φ̂ETR =1367
(
1.00011 + 0.034221cos

[
�day

]
+ 0.00128sin[

�day
]
+ 0.000719cos

[
�day

])
, (A1)

where the day angle, �day, is computed using d, the day
number:

�day = 2π

(
d − 1
365

)
. (A2)

The solar declination, �dec (radians), is computed from

�dec =
0.006918 − 0.399912cos

[
�day

]
+ 0.070257

sin
[
�day

]
− 0.006758cos

[
2�day

]

+0.000907 sin
[
2�day

]
− 0.002697cos

[
3�day

]

+0.00148sin
[
3�day

]
.

(A3)

We then solve the equation of time:

EQT = (A4)(
0.0000075 + 0.001868cos

[
�day

]
− 0.032077sin

[
�day

]

−0.014615cos
[
2�day

]
− 0.040849sin

[
2�day

]
)

× 229.18.

In order to compute the hour angle, �hr is calculated with
noon zero and morning positive as

�hr = 15(hr − 12.5) + Long − 15TZ +
(

EQT
4

)
, (A5)

where TZ is the time zone shift from GMT. The zenith angle,
�zen (radians), is calculated from

cos[�zen] = cos[�dec]cos[�hr]cos[Lat]
+ sin[�dec] sin[Lat] . (A6)

For �zen < 90◦, the air mass factor is calculated as

AM =
(

cos[�zen] +
0.15

(93.885 − �zen)
1.25

)−1

, (A7)

which is corrected for atmospheric pressure, p (hPa):

AMp =
AMp

1013
. (A8)

AMp is then used to calculate the Rayleigh scattering as

Trayleigh = exp
[(

−0.0903AM0.84
p

)

+
(

1 + AMp − AM1.01
p

)]
. (A9)

The effect of ozone scattering is calculated by computing
ozone mass, which for positive air mass is

Tozone =
(

1 −
(

0.1611 (OzAM) (1 + 139.48 (OzAM))−0.3035
)

−
0.002715 (OzAM)

1 + 0.044 (OzAM) + 0.0003 (OzAM)2

)
. (A10)

The scattering due to mixed gases for positive air mass is
calculated as

Tmix = exp
[
−0.0127AMp0.26

]
. (A11)

Then the water scattering is calculated by computing a water
mass factor:

Wm = WAMp, (A12)

where W is the precipitable water vapour which defaults to
1.1. This can be approximated from dew point temperature,
Td, using

ln[W ] = aW Td + bW, (A13)

where regression coefficients are 0.09, 0.07, 0.07, and 0.08
for aW, while bW values of 1.88, 2.11, 2.12, and 2.01 in
spring, summer, autumn, and winter have been assumed (Luo
et al., 2010). Then, the water scattering effect is calculated as

Twatvap =
(

1 −
(2.4959Wm)

1 + (79.034Wm)0.6828 + 6.385Wm

)
. (A14)

The scattering due to aerosols requires the aerosol optical
depth at 380 and 500 nm,

TauA = 0.2758AOD380 + 0.35AOD500, (A15)

and is calculated as

Taerosol = (A16)

exp
[
(−TauA)0.873

(
1 + TauA − TauA0.7088

)
AM0.9108

]
.

The absorptance of aerosols is then computed from

Taa = 1 −
(

0.1
(

1 − AM + AM1.06
)

(1 − Taerosol)
)
, (A17)

and we also define

ε =
0.5

(
1 − Trayleigh

)
+ 0.84(1 − Taerosol/Taa)

1 − AM + AM1.02 , (A18)

where the 0.84 value used is actually the proportion of scat-
tered radiation reflected in the same direction as incoming
radiation.
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The direct beam (DB) radiation on a horizontal surface at
ground level on a clear day is given by

φ̂DB = 0.9662 φ̂ETR Trayleigh Tozone Tmix Twatvap Taerosol cos[�zen] , (A19)

and the atmospheric scattering (AS) component is

φ̂AS = 0.79 φ̂ETR TozoneTmix Twatvap Taa cos[�zen] ε. (A20)

The total irradiance hitting the surface (W m−2) is therefore

φ̂SW =
φ̂DB + φ̂AS

1 − (αSW αSKY)
. (A21)

The albedo is computed for the sky as

αSKY = 0.068 + (1 − 0.84)

(
1 −

Taerosol

Taa

)
. (A22)

Appendix B: Non-neutral bulk-transfer coefficients

The iterative procedure used in this analysis to update-correct
the bulk-transfer coefficients based on atmospheric condi-
tions is conceptually similar to the methodology discussed in
detail in Launiainen and Vihma (1990). The first estimate for
the neutral drag coefficient, CDN, is specified as a function of
wind speed as it is commonly observed to increase with U10.
This is modelled by first estimating the value referenced to
10 m of height above the water from

CDN−10 = (B1)







Option1 : FranceyandGarratt (1978), Hicks (1972)

0.001 U10 ≤ 5
0.001 (1 + 0.07 (U10 − 5)) U10 > 5

Option2 : BabaninandMakin (2008)

1.92 × 10−7U3
10 + 0.00096,

and then computing the Charnock formula with the smooth
flow transition (e.g. Vickers et al., 2013):

zo =
au2

∗
g

+ 0.11
νa

u∗
, (B2)

where a is the Charnock constant, and here u∗ is the approx-
imated friction velocity of the atmosphere near the surface

(
√

CDN−10U
2
10) initially estimated using Eq. (B1). The drag

is recomputed using

CDN−10 =


 κ

ln
[

10
zo

]




2

, (B3)

where κ is the von Karman constant (Fig. B1). Note that the
neutral humidity–temperature coefficient, CHWN−10, is held
constant at the user-defined CH value and is assumed not to
vary with wind speed.

Figure B1. Scaling of the 10 m neutral drag coefficient with wind
speed, U10 (Eqs. B1–B3).

Under non-neutral conditions in the atmospheric bound-
ary layer, the transfer coefficients vary due to stratifica-
tion in the air column, as was parameterized by Monin and
Obukhov (1954) using the now well-known stability param-
eter z/L, where L is the Obukhov length defined as

L =
−ρa u3

∗ θV

κ g
(

φH
ca

+ 0.61 θaφE
λv

) , (B4)

where θV = θa (1 + 0.61ea) is the virtual air temperature, and
φH and φE are the bulk fluxes. Paulson (1970) presented a
solution for the vertical profiles of wind speed, temperature,
and moisture in the developing boundary layer as a func-
tion of the Monin–Obukhov stability parameter; this is the
so-called flux–profile relationship:

Uz =
u∗

κ

(
ln

[
z

zo

]
− ψM

[ z

L

])
, (B5a)

θa − θs =
θ∗

κ

(
ln

[
z

zθ

]
− ψH

[ z

L

])
, (B5b)

ea − es =
e∗

κ

(
ln

[
z

zq

]
− ψE

[ z

L

])
, (B5c)

where ψM, ψH, and ψE are the similarity functions for mo-
mentum, heat, and moisture, respectively, and zo, zθ , and zq

are their respective roughness lengths. For unstable condi-
tions (L < 0), the stability functions are defined as (Paulson,
1970; Businger et al., 1971; Dyer, 1974)

ψM = 2ln
[

1 + x

2

]
+ ln

[
1 + x2

2

]
− 2tan−1x +

π

2
, (B6a)

ψE = ψH = 2ln
[

1 + x2

2

]
, (B6b)

where

x =
[
1 − 16

( z

L

)]1/4
. (B7)
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Figure B2. Relationship between atmospheric stability (bottom axis – z/L, top axis – RiB) and the bulk-transfer coefficients relative to their
neutral value (CX/CXN, where X represents D, H , or E) for several roughness values (computed from Eq. B10). The solid line indicates the
momentum coefficient of variation (CD/CDN) and the broken line indicates humidity and temperature coefficient (CHE/CHEN) variation.

During stable stratification (L > 0) they are assumed to take
a form modified from Hicks (1976).

ψM = ψE = ψH = (B8)



−5
( z

L

)
0 <

z

L
< 0.5

0.5
( z

L

)−2
− 4.25

( z

L

)−1
− 7 ln

[ z

L

]
− 0.852 0.5 <

z

L
< 10

ln
[ z

L

]
− 0.76

( z

L

)
− 12.093

z

L
> 10

Substituting Eqs. (22)–(23) into (B5a, b, c) and ignoring the
similarity functions leaves us with neutral transfer coeffi-
cients as a function of the roughness lengths:

CXN = κ2
(

ln
[

z

zo

])−1(
ln

[
z

zX

])−1

, (B9)

where the N subscript denotes the neutral value and X sig-
nifies either D, H , or E for the transfer coefficient and o,
θ , or q for the roughness length scale. Inclusion of the sta-
bility functions into the substitution and some manipulation

(Imberger and Patterson, 1990; Launianen and Vihma, 1990)
yields the transfer coefficients relative to these neutral values.

CX

CXN
=

[
1 +

CXN

κ2

(
ψMψX −

κψX√
CDN

−
κψM

√
CDN

CXN

)]
(B10)

Hicks (1975) and Launianen and Vihma (1990) suggested an
iterative procedure to solve for the stability-corrected trans-
fer coefficient using Eq. (B10) based on some initial estimate
of the neutral values (as input by the user). The surface flux
is subsequently estimated according to Eqs. (22)–(23) and
used to provide an initial estimate for L (Eq. B4). The par-
tially corrected transfer coefficient is then recalculated and
so the cycle goes. Strub and Powell (1987) and Launiainen
(1995) presented an alternative based on estimation of the
bulk Richardson number, RiB, defined as

RiB =
gz

θV

(
�θ + 0.61θV�e

U2
z

)
(B11)
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and related as a function of the stability parameter, z/L, ac-
cording to

RiB =
z

L

(
κ
√

CDN/CHEN − ψH,E[
κ/

√
CDN − ψM

]2

)
, (B12)

where it is specified that CHN = CEN = CHEN. Figure B2 il-
lustrates the relationship between the degree of atmospheric
stratification (as described by both the bulk Richardson num-
ber and the Monin–Obukhov stability parameter) and the
transfer coefficients scaled by their neutral value.
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